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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 Supervising Professor:  Dr. Jie Zheng 
 
 
 
 
Glutathione-mediated biotransformation in the liver is a key and well-known detoxification 

process for the body to eliminate small xenobiotics but its impacts on nanoparticle retention, 

targeting and clearance are much less understood than liver macrophage uptake even though both 

processes are involved in the liver detoxification function. This dissertation aims to fundamentally 

understand how glutathione-mediated biotransformation in the liver impacts the in vivo transport 

of nanoparticles at the chemical level and how this unique physiological process could be exploited 

to enhance the disease targeting and/or minimize potential toxicity of nanomedicines. 

In Chapter 1, the current status on understanding of nanoparticle clearance in vivo through the 

kidneys and liver was reviewed and glutathione-mediated biotransformation as a key hepatic 

detoxification function was also discussed. 

In Chapter 2, the kidney transport and elimination of glutathione-protected Au25 nanoclusters 

(GS-Au25) in vivo were noninvasively imaged by photoacoustic tomography at high temporal and 

spatial resolution, which for the first time enabled the accurate quantification of single kidney 

glomerular filtration rate (GFR) by an engineered nanoparticle. Combining other evidences 
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suggests that GS-Au25 was eliminated in vivo through free glomerular filtration and could serve 

as an excellent exogenous glomerular filtration marker.        

In Chapter 3, the mechanism of hepatic glutathione-mediated biotransformation of the model 

nanoparticle, ICG4-GS-Au25, was unraveled at the chemical level. It was found that glutathione 

efflux from hepatocytes resulted in high local concentrations of not only glutathione but also 

cysteine in liver sinusoids, which transformed the surface chemistry of nanoparticles, reduced their 

affinity to serum proteins and significantly altered their blood retention, targeting and clearance. 

In Chapter 4, the fundamental discovery of hepatic glutathione-mediated biotransformation of 

nanoparticles was extended to other nanosystems with distinct sizes and surface chemistries. The 

biotransformation rate of solid gold nanoparticles was found to exponentially decrease with the 

increase in their core sizes, which is likely due to more reactive surface gold atoms on the smaller 

gold nanoparticles. This liver glutathione-mediated biotransformation function was exploited to 

enhance the targeting of small-molecule prodrugs as well as reduce the nonspecific accumulation 

of large thiol-degradable nanoparticles in the body.    

In Chapter 5, future work and outlook were discussed.  
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ABSTRACT 

Successful clinical translation of nanomedicines requires them to clear out from the body in a 

reasonable period of time after administration. The kidneys and liver are two major organs for the 

elimination of engineered nanoparticles in vivo. Understanding the interactions of nanoparticles 

with kidney and liver not only advances our knowledge of physiology at the nanoscale but also 

offers us guidelines for designing and engineering nanomedicines with higher efficacy and lower 

side effects. Summarized in this chapter is the current perception of nanoparticle clearance through 

the kidneys and liver as well as hepatic glutathione-mediated biotransformation, a key 

physiological process that helps to detoxify xenobiotics and facilitates their clearance through the 

kidneys and liver.     
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1.1 Introduction 

Nanomaterials have found broad applications in the biomedical field1-4 and hold great promise to 

revolutionize the current diagnostic and therapeutic paradigm. While many nanomedicines show 

impressive efficacy in vitro, only a few of them can be translated to in vivo use, let alone advance 

to the clinics. Often the greatest hurdle is a paradox in the in vivo clearance of nanomedicines: 

rapid clearance usually leads to short circulation time that limits the delivery of nanomedicines to 

the lesion; however, nanomedicines that clear out too slowly and retain in the body for too long 

can cause unwanted side effect, which also hampers their clinical translation. Since the kidneys 

and liver are the two major organs for the elimination of nanoparticles in vivo, understanding 

factors that govern the renal and hepatic clearance of nanoparticles is therefore of great 

significance for improving efficacies and lowering side effects of nanomedicines. Here, 

summarized is the state-of-the-art cognition of the mechanism of blood-borne nanoparticle 

clearance by the kidney (glomerular filtration and renal cell uptake) and liver (hepatobiliary 

clearance and liver MPS uptake) as well as hepatic glutathione-mediated biotransformation as a 

key liver function for detoxification of xenobiotics.  

 

1.2 Renal clearance of nanoparticles 

1.2.1 Glomerular filtration of nanoparticles 

Glomerular filtration is used by the body to get rid of excess water and metabolic waste products 

through the ultrafiltration of blood at glomeruli, where the fluid, solute and waste in blood plasma 

can be filtered through the glomerular filtration membrane (GFM) into the urine-collecting tubules 
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in the kidney. Blood-borne nanoparticles can cross the GFM and be eliminated into urine and this 

clearance efficiency is strongly related to the size, shape and surface chemistry of nanoparticles 

(Figure 1.1). 

         The GFM comprises three layers, endothelial cells, glomerular basement membrane (GBM) 

and podocytes, with distinct fenestrations of each layer that only allow certain sizes of 

nanoparticles to pass through5. Studies on the glomerular filtration of different-sized proteins6-7 

and quantum dots8 revealed that GFM could efficiently filter rigid nanoparticles with 

hydrodynamic diameter (HD) less than ~ 6 nm,  whereas block those larger ones. For more flexible 

and soft macromolecules9, their size threshold of glomerular filtration can be slightly above 6 nm 

possibly due to their ability to deform when passing through the GFM. Results from multiple types 

of nanoparticles indicated that renal clearance efficiency generally increased with the decrease in 

size within the range of 2-6 nm and became comparable for nanoparticles of 1-2 nm, likely because 

the fenestrations of GBM and podocytes are ~2-11 nm.5 More recently, we found glomerulus 

behaves like “bandpass” filter that slows down the renal clearance of sub-nm glutathione-coated 

gold nanoclusters with an inverse size-dependency: Au18, Au15 and Au10-11 clear 4-9 times slower 

than Au25 at the early elimination stage (2h post injection).10 This unique trend originates from the 

fact that smaller gold nanoclusters are more readily trapped in the glomerular endothelial 

glycocalyx, which functions like gel filtration chromatography.  

         The filterability of nanoparticles through kidney is also affected by their shapes. Elongated 

macromolecules like polymers11-12 and proteins13 were found to clear out more efficiently through 

renal filtration than their equally-sized spherical counterparts. Engineered nanomaterials with one 

dimension below the kidney filtration threshold (~6 nm) may still be eliminated through renal 
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filtration if properly orientated. For example, carbon nanotubes with molecular weight of ~350-

500kDa and length of 200-300nm can passively filtrate through the GFM and clear out intact by 

orienting its long axis along the filtration slits when passing through the GFM.14 Similarly, 2D 

graphene oxide sheets with thickness of 1-2 nm and lateral dimension of ~1 µm can also be filtered 

through the kidney likely due to their flexibility.15 More recently, DNA origami nanostructures of 

different shapes (rectangular, triangular and tubular) and size up to 400 nm in one dimension were 

reported to exhibit preferential renal uptake and elimination through renal filtration.16      

         Surface chemistry of nanoparticles has a profound impact on their renal filtration. Firstly, 

surface chemistry affects the charge of nanoparticles, which in turn affects their filtration through 

the GFM. Because of the negative-charged nature of GFM, anionic macromolecules17-18, 

 

Figure 1.1. Structure of the kidney glomerulus. Glomerular filtration of nanoparticles is size- 
and charge-dependent. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from (Nanomedicine 2008 3:5, 
703-717). Copyright Future Medicine, Ltd. 
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proteins19-20 and engineered nanoparticles21-22 were filtered through the GFM slower than their 

neutral or cationic counterparts due to the electrostatic repulsion.  The composition of surface 

charge also matters as nanoparticles coated with zwitterionic surface ligands have shown faster 

clearance than those with single-charged surface ligands despite bearing the same net surface 

charge.23 In addition to surface charge, surface chemistry also impacts the renal filtration of 

nanoparticles by affecting their opsonization process in vivo.  Nanoparticles without anti-fouling 

surface chemistry tend to undergo rapid opsonization in vivo through non-specific binding with 

endogenous biomolecules (e.g., serum proteins). Such opsonization is detrimental to the renal 

filtration of nanoparticles because on one hand binding with proteins, like serum albumin, would 

significantly increase the effective size of nanoparticles to such an extent that they can no longer 

be filtered through the kidney even though their in vitro sizes are below the kidney filtration 

threshold; on the other hand, fast opsonization leads to nanoparticles being rapidly recognized by 

the immune system and taken up by the MPS (liver, spleen, etc.), which also reduces their 

clearance through the renal filtration.4 Coating nanoparticles with short anti-fouling ligands such 

as glutathione24-25 or low-molecular-weight poly(ethylene glycol)26 (PEG) has been shown as an 

effective way to minimize their protein binding in vivo and facilitate their renal filtration. 

 

1.2.2 Renal cell uptake of nanoparticles 

Nanoparticles can also be taken up by specific cells in the kidney and thus cleared from blood 

circulation. PEG-coated PLGA polymeric nanoparticles with size ~400 nm were found to be 

preferentially taken up by the endothelial cells of peritubular capillaries and selectively accumulate 

in the proximal tubule epithelium of the kidney.27 With optimization, this nanoparticle platform 
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can achieve kidney targeting efficiency 26- to 94-fold higher than that of other organs.28 Davis et 

al. investigated a series of different-sized PEGylated gold nanoparticles ranging from 20-160 nm 

and identified that nanoparticles with HD ~ 75 nm had the highest targeting efficiency to the 

mesangium of the glomerulus and were also efficiently endocytosed by the mesangial cells, though 

the majority of those nanoparticles were still sequestered by the MPS.29 The factors governing 

renal cell uptake of nanoparticles are not thoroughly clear and require further studies, but 

nanoparticle size and opsonization status are believed to play important roles.27-28 Renal secretion, 

a process that involves the active uptake of substances from peritubular capillaries by the renal 

epithelial cells and subsequent secretion into the renal tubular lumen, is a very common clearance 

pathway for many endogenous biomolecules (e.g., creatinine) and exogenous drugs (e.g., 

penicillin) as well. However, nanoparticles that can be eliminated through renal secretion are rarely 

reported. Evidences of renal excretion of intact silica nanoparticles with size of 45 nm30 or even 

more than 100 nm31 suggest the possible existence of such renal secretion pathways for 

nanoparticles. Exploring this direction may advance our understanding of physiology on the 

nanoscale and expand the repertoire of renal clearable nanoparticles, which almost exclusively 

refer to nanoparticles that can filtrate through the glomerulus nowadays. 

      

1.3 Hepatic clearance of nanoparticles 

1.3.1 Liver MPS uptake of nanoparticles 

Mononuclear phagocyte system (MPS) in the liver, which consists mainly of tissue resident 

macrophages (e.g., Kupffer cells) as well as other phagocytic cells, is a key part of our immune 
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system and responsible for the sequestration of many foreign materials in the blood stream 

including nanoparticles. Liver MPS uptake of nanoparticles can be very efficient (up to 90% of 

the injected dose) that it was considered as the single biggest hurdle for the clinical translation of 

many nanomedicines as it hampers the drug delivery efficiency and also raises toxicity concerns.32-

33 Liver macrophages like Kupffer cells could recognize blood-borne nanoparticles as foreign 

materials and internalize them through multiple receptor-mediated endocytosis pathways.34 The 

unique hepatic architecture and blood flow dynamics also facilitate liver MPS uptake of 

nanoparticles. Blood flow velocity reduces 1000-fold when entering the liver sinusoids (capillaries 

in liver, Figure 1.2), which promotes the diffusion of blood-borne nanoparticles in sinusoids and 

significantly increases the probability of nanoparticle interaction with the resident Kupffer cells 

(accounting for 80%-90% of all the tissue macrophages), leading to a much greater chance of 

nanoparticle sequestration in the liver than in the extra-hepatic circulation.33 The rate of 

nanoparticle uptake by liver MPS is strongly related to the surface chemistry and size of the 

nanoparticle. Nanoparticles with highly cationic or anionic surface charges tend to adsorb a 

significant amount of serum proteins and form the so called “protein corona”, which are known to 

facilitate macrophage recognition and promote MPS uptake.35 In addition, Kupffer cells show 

preferential uptake of nanoparticles with larger sizes. For example, 90 nm gold nanoparticles were 

taken up by Kupffer cells 4 times more efficiently than 30 nm ones with identical surface 

coatings.35  

         To suppress serum protein adsorption and MPS uptake of nanoparticles, the most common 

strategy is to coat nanoparticles with antifouling ligands that resist protein binding. The charge-

neutral biocompatible polymer, poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), is one of the most widely used 
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antifouling ligands for surface coating (PEGylation). The antifouling properties of PEGylation 

arise from the ability of PEG to absorb large amounts of water molecules through the ether group-

mediated hydrogen bonding and thus create a water barrier that prevents protein adsorption. 

Zwitterionic molecules represent another type of antifouling ligands that are frequently used, 

especially for small nanoparticles36. Zwitterionization obtains the antifouling function through the 

internally balanced charges and the highly hydrophilic surface created by strong ionic structuring 

 

Figure 1.2. Anatomical structure of liver. (A) Entire organ and blood supply. (B) Liver lobule 
showing rows of hepatocytes radiating out from the central vein towards the portal triad. (C) 
Hepatocytes (H) surround the sinusoid (S). (D) Arrangements of the sinusoidal cells in the 
sinusoid: L, Liver sinusoidal endothelial cell; SC, stellate cell; KC, Kupffer cell. Reprinted 
(adapted) with permission from (Nanophotonics, 7.3 (2018): 575-596). Copyright De Gruyter.  
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of water.37 Besides antifouling ligands, other surface modification methods such as coating with 

natural cell membranes38-39 are also gaining increasing attention as new strategies to reduce MPS 

uptake of nanoparticles.  

         Nanoparticles that are phagocytosed by liver MPS would undergo intracellular degradation 

and this process is not well understood currently. For biodegradable nanoparticles like liposomes, 

they can be readily degraded inside MPS cells, then metabolized in the liver if necessary and 

excreted through renal or hepatobiliary pathways.40 However, for nanoparticles that are hard to 

decompose, they could remain in MPS for up to months and years, during which some adverse 

effects such as change in genetic expression could occur, creating concerns of their chronic 

toxicity.40-41                                         

    

1.3.2 Hepatobiliary clearance of nanoparticles 

Hepatobiliary clearance (or simply biliary clearance) refers to the process that blood-borne 

substances are taken up by the hepatocytes and subsequently secreted into the bile that eventually 

drains to the small intestine, either with or without being metabolized in the hepatocytes. 

Hepatobiliary clearance is an important elimination pathway for various endogenous (e.g., 

bilirubin) and exogenous (e.g., paracetamol) molecules, especially for those with high lipophilicity 

that bind to serum proteins. Nanoparticles that evade the MPS uptake in the liver and get access to 

hepatocytes can also be cleared through hepatobiliary route but the reported clearance efficiency 

is usually not as impressive as that of the renal clearance40, likely due to the inefficient uptake 

efficiency of nanoparticles by hepatocytes and the competing MPS sequestration process.  
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         The size of nanoparticles can affect their hepatobiliary elimination. As hepatocytes are 

located behind the wall of liver sinusoidal endothelial cells (LSECs), the fenestrations of LSECs 

(up to 200 nm)42 act as a physical barrier to regulate the access of blood-borne nanoparticles to 

hepatocytes based on their sizes. Chan et al. investigated the hepatobiliary clearance of a series of 

different-sized PEGylated gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) ranging from 4 to 200 nm in core sizes (12 

to 293nm in HD) and found that AuNPs with core size of 200 nm (HD of 293nm) had significantly 

lower hepatobiliary clearance than that of their smaller-sized counterparts in liver macrophage-

depleted mice because the 200 nm AuNPs were too large to diffuse through the fenestrae of LSEC 

and reach the hepatocytes.43 However, blood-borne nanoparticles may be transported to the space 

of Disse and interact with hepatocytes via transcytosis through the LSECs44, which can bypass the 

size limitation of LSEC fenestrations and explains that egg lecithin-coated silicon particles of 0.5-

1.5 µm in diameter were still able to be taken up by hepatocytes in vivo45. It is noteworthy that 

delivery of nanoparticles to hepatocytes does not warrant subsequent efficient elimination of 

nanoparticles to the bile, and this process is not well understood and deserves further 

investigation.40  

         Nanoparticles with non-biodegradable cores such as gold nanoparticles43, lanthanide 

upconversion nanoparticles46 and polystyrene nanoparticles47 have been shown to remain intact 

after going through hepatobiliary clearance. While non-biodegradable nanoparticles may undergo 

hepatobiliary clearance intactly, biodegradable nanoparticles such as liposomes can break down 

to their constituent molecules or ions and undergo more efficient hepatobiliary clearance43, 48, 

possibly because that hepatocytes handle small molecules more easily than large nanoparticles.            
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         Surface charge of nanoparticles also impacts their hepatobiliary clearance. In vivo intravital 

microscopy revealed that hepatocytes preferentially took up positively charged mesoporous silica 

nanoparticles (MSNs) whereas their negatively charged counterparts tended to be taken up by liver 

macrophages (Kupffer cells).49 Likewise, hepatobiliary clearance of positively charged MSNs was 

found much more efficient than that of negatively charged ones, which can persist in the liver for 

up to months.50  Similarly, positively charged gold-dendrimer hybrid nanoparticles showed higher 

hepatobiliary excretion in comparison to the negative or neutral ones.21 Liver MPS uptake has been 

recognized as the primary hurdle for nanoparticle elimination through the hepatobiliary pathway. 

Coating nanoparticles with antifouling ligands such as PEG to suppress MPS uptake has been 

reported to increase their hepatobiliary clearance.51  

         Besides size, composition and surface chemistry, the shape of nanoparticles can also affect 

their hepatobiliary clearance. Tang et al. discovered that mesoporous silica nanorods with aspect 

ratio of 1.5 cleared through hepatobiliary pathway at a much higher rate than those with aspect 

ratio of 5, clearly demonstrating nanoparticle shape could be a factor influencing the hepatobiliary 

elimination of nanoparticles in vivo.31   

         Although hepatobiliary clearance of nanoparticles seems to be a relatively slow process that 

often takes several to dozens of days based on the reported literature40, it should be noted that 

hepatobiliary clearance pathway itself can be extremely efficient for the elimination of exogenous 

substances52 such as the clinically-approved dye, indocyanine green (ICG), which is rapidly and 

almost exclusively eliminated through the hepatobiliary route with a blood half-life of only 3-5min 

in a healthy human53. Prolonged retention of nanoparticles in the liver may induce unwanted side 

effects and is also detrimental to their clinical translation. In addition to reducing MPS uptake, 
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strategies that enhance the selective targeting of nanoparticles to hepatocytes through receptor-

ligand interaction51 and expedite the biliary transport of nanoparticles within hepatocytes may be 

explored to expedite the hepatobiliary clearance of nanoparticles. For example, Wei et al. found 

that the rapid hepatobiliary excretion of copper sulfide (CuS) nanoparticles was facilitated by the 

copper transporter-mediated exocytosis to the bile canaliculi and CuS conjugated gold nanospheres 

and gold nanorods exhibited accelerated hepatobiliary clearance through this copper transporter-

mediated exocytosis.54  

                  

1.4 Hepatic glutathione-mediated biotransformation  

The liver as the body’s chemical factory, is also the central organ for detoxification of endogenous 

and exogenous toxins. Biotransformation in the liver plays a key role in chemically converting 

lipophilic toxins to hydrophilic water-soluble (usually less toxic) substances that can then be 

readily excreted through the renal or hepatobiliary pathways.55 In addition, many compounds such 

as certain prodrugs56 are ineffective unless activated by the biotransformation process in the liver. 

Glutathione (GSH), a tripeptide (γ-glutamyl-cysteinyl-glycine), is the most abundant low-

molecular-weight thiol and antioxidant in virtually all the cells (Figure 1.3). GSH plays vital roles 

in many cellular functions such as signaling, redox homeostasis and xenobiotic metabolism.57 As 

the organ with the highest GSH content (~10 mM in hepatocytes), liver GSH-mediated 

biotransformation is one of the most common detoxification pathways for the body to eliminate 

lipophilic toxins and heavy metals.58 Within the liver, the nucleophilic thiol group (-SH) of the 

cysteinyl residue of glutathione is highly reactive to electrophilic toxins and heavy metals, 
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reducing their toxicity, increasing their hydrophilicity and enhancing their clearance through either 

hepatobiliary pathway or renal system.59-60 

         The liver is also the key organ for GSH homeostasis in the body and its high level of GSH 

content is maintained through a dynamic process.61 Inside the liver, GSH is constantly synthesized 

in hepatocytes and efficiently exported to sinusoidal blood at a rate that accounts for nearly all of 

its hepatic biosynthesis (12-17% of hepatic GSH per hour), which renders the liver the main source 

of plasma GSH.61
 This sinusoidal GSH efflux ensures extrahepatic tissues a steady supply of GSH 

(and its component amino acids)  even when dietary precursors are limited. Although hepatic 

glutathione-mediated biotransformation occurs constantly in our body, it is largely unknown how 

this well-known detoxification process could impact the transport of nanoparticles in vivo.   

         In summary, the liver and kidney are two main organs responsible for the clearance of 

systemically administered nanoparticles. Rigid nanoparticles with effective size below 6 nm in 

vivo can be eliminated through the kidney glomerular filtration, whereas those larger ones cannot 

be effectively filtered through the glomerular filtration membrane. Nanoparticles can also be taken 

 

Figure 1.3. Structure of the tripeptide glutathione. 
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up by specific renal cells in the kidney such as tubular cells and peritubular endothelial cells. 

However, factors governing renal cell uptake of nanoparticles are not clear and require further 

investigation. The liver clears nanoparticles through either MPS uptake or hepatobiliary pathway. 

The abundant phagocytic cells (e.g., Kupffer cells) in liver can recognize blood-borne 

nanoparticles as foreign materials and subsequently phagocytose them. Nanoparticles that adsorb 

large amount of serum proteins have been shown to facilitate macrophage recognition and promote 

liver MPS uptake. Intra-liver nanoparticles can also cross the fenestrated sinusoidal endothelium 

and be taken up by the hepatocytes, followed by being exported to the bile and eliminated through 

the feces eventually. Hepatic glutathione-mediated biotransformation is an important liver 

detoxification function for small xenobiotics and lipophilic toxins. Although this 

biotransformation process occurs constantly in our body, its role in modulating nanoparticle 

transport in vivo has rarely been investigated.     
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ABSTRACT 

Noninvasive monitoring of kidney elimination of engineered nanoparticles at high temporal and 

spatial resolution will not only significantly advance our fundamental understandings of 

nephrology on the nanoscale, but also aid in the early detection of kidney disease, which affects 

more than 10 % of the worldwide population. Taking advantage of strong near infrared (NIR) 

absorption of the well-defined glutathione-protected Au25 nanocluster, Au25(SG)18 (GS-Au25), 

we successfully used photoacoustic (PA) tomography to in-situ visualize its transport through the 

aorta to the renal parenchyma and its subsequent filtration into the renal pelvis at a temporal 

resolution down to 1s. High temporal and spatial resolution imaging of GS-Au25 kidney 

elimination allowed the rapid and accurate quantification of the glomerular filtration rate (GFR) 

of individual kidneys in normal as well as pathological conditions, broadening the biomedical 

applications of engineered nanoparticles in preclinical kidney research. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Unraveling nanoparticle transport in live animals is expected to greatly advance our fundamental 

understanding of in vivo nano-bio interactions and physiology on the nanoscale, which is 

extremely important for translating nanomedicines into the clinics.1 For instance, Chan et al. 

quantitatively investigated how blood flow dynamics impacted the blood clearance mechanism of 

different sized gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) in the liver and observed that a more than 1000-fold 

reduction of particle velocities in liver sinusoids is responsible for 7.5 times more interaction 

between blood-borne nanoparticles and hepatic cells compared to peripheral cells.2 Not limited to 

liver clearance, kidney elimination of quantum dots has also been examined by Choi et al., leading 

to the identification of a key size-threshold for effective glomerular filtration of engineered 

nanoparticles.3 Using ultrasmall AuNPs as a model, we have also advanced the fundamental 

understanding of nephrology on the nanoscale by developing a class of renal-clearable AuNPs and 

discovered an inverse size-scaling law in glomerular filtration of engineered nanoparticles in the 

sub-nm regime, which opens up new pathways for the evaluation of kidney dysfunctions.4-5 

         While significant progress has been made in the fundamental understanding of physiology 

on the nanoscale, one remaining challenge in the field is to continue improving the temporal 

resolution of noninvasive imaging of the in vivo transport of engineered nanoparticles at the 

anatomical level. In the past years, in vivo fluorescence imaging6, positron emission tomography 

(PET)7, and single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)8, have been adopted to study 

kidney clearance kinetics of AuNPs, but these techniques did not offer anatomical information and 

the clearance kinetics in different kidney compartments. Meanwhile, planar X-ray imaging9 and 

computed tomography (CT)10 can provide anatomic information of AuNPs clearance, but the 
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temporal resolution is relatively low, making it hard to directly visualize nanoparticle transport 

coupled with the blood flow dynamics. To address these challenges, we show here that by using 

photoacoustic (PA) imaging, we can directly image the in vivo transport of GS-Au25 nanoclusters 

through the aorta to the renal parenchyma and their subsequent filtration into the renal pelvis at a 

temporal resolution of 1 s. The high-temporal and spatial information derived from the in vivo 

transport of GS-Au25 in different kidney compartments allows us to noninvasively quantify 

glomerular filtration rate (GFR), the key index of overall kidney function, of individual normal 

and injured kidneys within the very first minute following the administration of GS-Au25, which 

offers new tools for not only interrogating kidney dysfunction in preclinical settings, but also 

advancing our understanding of nephrology on the nanoscale with higher temporal and spatial 

resolution. 

 

2.2 Experimental section 

2.2.1 Synthesis and characterization of Au25(SG)18 nanoclusters  

Atomically monodispersed Au25(SG)18 (GS-Au25) nanoclusters were synthesized according to the 

previously reported method11 with a slight modification by replacing the strong reducing agent, 

sodium borohydride, with a mild reductant TBAB (borane tert-butylamine complex). The 

absorption spectrum of GS-Au25 was acquired by a Varian 50 Bio UV-Vis spectrophotometer. 

The mass spectrum of synthesized GS-Au25 was analyzed by an Agilent electrospray ionization 

time-of-flight mass spectrometry in the negative ion mode. GS-Au25 sample was dissolved in 

water and directly injected into the ionization chamber.   
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2.2.2 Animal models 

All animal studies were performed according to the guidelines of the University of Texas System 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Male BALB/c mice of 6-8 weeks old weighing ~25 

g were obtained from Envigo (USA). The animals were housed in ventilated cages under standard 

environmental conditions (23±1oC, 50±5% humidity and a 12/12 h light/dark cycle) with free 

access to standard water and food. Unilateral ureteral obstruction (UUO) models were established 

by complete ligation of the left ureter near renal pelvis based on the published surgical 

procedures12. 

2.2.3 Renal clearance of GS-Au25 

Six mice were intravenously injected with 150µL GS-Au25 PBS solution (3.5 mg Au/mL, ~20 mg 

Au/kg body weight) and placed in two metabolic (3 mice/each) cages to collect urine. At 30 min 

post injection, 3 mice were killed and urine in their bladders was directly withdrawn via a syringe 

to combine with the urine collected in the metabolic cage. Timed urine collection in the other 

metabolic cage was carried out at 2 h, 5 h, 8 h, 12 h and 24 h post injection. The obtained urine at 

different time points was then digested in freshly prepared aqua regia and the Au content was 

measured by an Agilent 7900 ICP-MS. 

2.2.4 Pharmacokinetics of GS-Au25 and FITC-inulin 

Three mice were intravenously injected with 150 µL GS-Au25 PBS solution (3.5 mg Au/mL, ~20 

mg Au/kg body weight) and ~ 30 µL blood was withdrawn retro-orbitally each time at 3, 7, 10, 

15, 20, 40 and 60 min post injection. Au content in blood was quantified by ICP-MS. As for the 
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pharmacokinetics of fluorescein labeled inulin (FITC-inulin), the purchased FITC-inulin was first 

dialyzed in PBS using 1000 Da cut-off dialysis membrane to remove any residual unbound FITC. 

After that, three mice were intravenously injected with 150 µL dialyzed FITC-inulin (~3.5 

mg/mouse) and blood samples at different time points were acquired similarly. The amount of 

FITC-inulin in plasma was quantified using a PTI QuantaMasterTM 30 fluorometer. 

2.2.5 Kidney tissue section and silver staining 

Mice were sacrificed at 10 min post intravenous injection of GS-Au25 with or without removing 

blood in the circulatory system by a thorough PBS perfusion through the heart13. The kidneys were 

collected afterwards and fixed immediately in 10% neutral buffered formalin, followed by standard 

dehydration and paraffin embedding procedures. The embedded kidney tissues were sectioned into 

4µm-thick slides and then silver stained before H&E staining. The silver staining was performed 

by incubating tissue slides with staining solution containing 0.2 mg/mL hydroquinone and 0.1 M 

AgNO3 for 15-30 min. After that, tissue slides were rinsed with copious water and dried at room 

temperature. The final kidney slides were visualized using an Olympus IX-71 microscope. 

 

2.2.6 In vitro PA phantom study 

Tissue-mimicking agarose phantoms were used to perform the in vitro PA signal test. To make the 

phantom, 2 wt% agarose solution was boiled and cast into a syringe tube in which glass tubes filled 

with different concentrations of GS-Au25 solution were inserted and immobilized. Agarose gel 

was then let cool and solidified at room temperature and the phantom rod with glass tubes (filled 

with GS-Au25 solution) in it was extracted from the syringe tube afterwards. The phantom PA 
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signals were measured by the same MSOT inVision 256-TF photoacoustic imaging system (iThera 

Medical, Germany) as that for the in vivo studies. All the parameters used for phantom test were 

identical to that for in vivo animal PA experiments. 

2.2.7 In vivo PA imaging 

Hair removed normal mice and UUO mice weighing ~25 g/each were anesthetized by 2% 

isoflurane and tail vein catheterized before being put into the MSOT inVision 256-TF 

photoacoustic imaging system. Mice were positioned perpendicular to the scanning plane and 

remained anesthetized by 2% isoflurane during the PA imaging experiment. Single laser 

wavelength of 800 nm was used to monitor the kinetics of GS-Au25 in vivo. 10 frames per 

wavelength were used for better S/N ratio and also to compensate breath motion of mice. Other 

instrumental parameters were as follow: filter range, 50kHz - 6.5MHz; image reconstruction 

method, model linear; size/reconstruction presets, 25 mm(100µm). 2 min after the start of 

sequential image acquisition, a bolus of GS-Au25 PBS solution (150 µL/mouse, ~20 mg Au/kg 

body weight) was injected through the tail vein catheter and the kinetics of GS-Au25 in both 

kidneys was monitored for the next 10 min. The acquired PA images were exported as TIF format 

and analyzed by ImageJ software afterwards. 

2.2.8 Calculation of global GFR based on PA imaging 

First, GFR per kidney volume (mL⋅s-1⋅mL-1) was obtained from the slope of the Patlak-Rutland 

plot. Note that the obtained value represents the clearance of whole blood volume every second in 

a unit volume of kidney, so by multiplying 60s/min and (1-Hct), where Hct is the hematocrit (~0.5) 

of mice, the clearance of plasma volume per minute per unit volume (mL⋅min-1⋅mL-1) of kidney 
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could be calculated. Then this value was further multiplied by the estimated renal parenchymal 

volume to yield the absolute GFR (mL⋅min-1) for each kidney. Combing the absolute GFR of left 

kidney and right kidney is the global GFR of the mouse. The volume of each kidney was estimated 

using its mass and an average kidney density of ~ 1 g/mL. Isolated kidney was gently pressed 

against a water-absorbing paper to get rid of remaining urine in the pelvis before weighing so that 

the weighed mass approximated that of the renal parenchyma. 

2.2.9 Calculation of global GFR based on FITC-inulin plasma clearance 

Global GFR measurement using the blood clearance kinetics of FITC-inulin was calculated based 

on the reported method14. Briefly, mice received a bolus intravenous injection of a known amount 

of FITC-inulin and the plasma concentration of FITC-inulin (mg/mL) at different time points post 

injection was quantified. Then the plasma clearance kinetics was fitted to a two-phase exponential 

decay curve and the GFR could be calculated based on a two-compartment clearance model. The 

initial rapid-decay phase is dominated by the redistribution of probe from intravascular 

compartment to the extracellular fluid, though systemic elimination also occurs at the same time. 

The later slower-decay phase represents predominately the systemic clearance of probe from the 

plasma. At any given time (x), the plasma concentration of probe (Y) could be expressed as Y=A1e(-

x/t1) + A2e(-x/t2) + plateau, where A1 and A2 are the y-intercepts of the two decay rates, and t1 and t2 

are the decay constants of the two phases. GFR can be calculated by the following equation GFR= 

I/(A1t1+A2t2), where I is the injected dose of FITC-inulin. 
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2.3 Results and discussion 

2.3.1 PA imaging of GS-Au25 clearance through the kidney 

Photoacoustic (PA) imaging, which combines the advantages of optical and ultrasound imaging, 

is becoming an increasingly important tool in the preclinical and even clinical biomedical 

research.15 Owing to the over 20 % cardiac blood output received in kidneys, PA imaging has been 

used for noninvasive imaging of renal vasculatures16, blood perfusion17, and injuries18. However, 

this strong blood PA signal has also been a barrier for visualizing the in vivo transport of 

engineered nanoparticles in the kidneys.  

         To address this challenge, we synthesized the well-defined glutathione-coated Au25 

nanoclusters Au25(SG)18 (GS-Au25, Figure 2.1), which is known to be highly renal clearable and 

has strong absorption in the near infrared (NIR) region. We chose a single laser wavelength of 800 

 

Figure 2.1. (A) Absorption spectrum of the synthesized Au25(SG)18 nanoclusters, the 
Au25(SG)18 characteristic peaks at ~ 670 nm and ~445 nm are well preserved. Inserted is the 
TEM image of the synthesized Au25(SG)18 showing a core size of ~1 nm.  (B) Electrospray 
ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) analysis of the synthesized Au25(SG)18 confirms the 
molecular formula of Au25(SG)18.   
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nm to excite GS-Au25 as it is close to the isosbestic point of the major endogenous chromophores 

deoxyhaemoglobin (Hb) and oxyhaemoglobin (HbO2) for minimized respiration interference 

(Figure 2.2A). Furthermore, single-wavelength excitation enabled the acquisition of images at a 

high temporal resolution (approximately 1 s), which is essential for the quantification of GFR 

using imaging-based techniques. Prior to in vivo PA imaging, we tested the PA signal of a series 

of GS-Au25 solutions of different concentration in tissue-mimicking phantoms and the signal 

increase was found to linearly (R2=0.99) correlate with the increase in GS-Au25 concentration 

(Figure 2.2B), making it straightforward to convert PA signal to GS-Au25 concentration when 

analyzing PA images. Since a high power pulsed laser was used to generate PA signals in vivo, the 

photochemical stability of GS-Au25 was also evaluated. While the NIR absorption of conventional 

organic dyes decreased by 27–72 % after 3 min exposure to an 808 nm diode laser (0.5 W /cm2 

power density), GS-Au25 showed almost unchanged NIR absorption after the same laser 

irradiation (Figure 2.3A), due to the high chemical stability of the Au25 nanocluster19-20. Different 

 

Figure 2.2. (A) Molar extinction coefficient of GS-Au25 as compared to that of Hb and HbO2 
in the NIR range. Dotted line indicates the laser wavelength (800 nm) used to excite GS-Au25 

in in-vitro and in-vivo PA imaging experiments. B) PA signal intensity increase as a function 
of Au25(SG)18 concentration measured by in-vitro phantom studies. 
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concentrations of GS-Au25 exhibited fairly stable PA signals during the same pulsed laser 

excitation used for in vivo imaging (Figure 2.3B). Moreover, the absorption spectrum and molar 

extinction coefficient of the excreted GS-Au25 after in vivo PA imaging experiments were also 

measured and found to be identical to those of the injected GS-Au25. This high photochemical 

and physiological stability further ensures that the PA signal of GS-Au25 can be accurately 

correlated to its concentration in vivo. 

         In vivo PA imaging was conducted with a multispectral optoacoustic tomography (MSOT) 

imaging system where BALB/c mice were positioned perpendicular to the ultrasound transducer 

array to achieve cross-sectional imaging of both kidneys (Figure 2.4). With a temporal resolution 

of approximately 1 s, a bolus of intravenously administered GS-Au25 (~20 mg Au/kg body 

weight) could be clearly visualized and was transported through the aorta to renal parenchyma, 

then rapidly filtered into the renal pelvis for elimination (Figure 2.5A), even though strong blood 

 

Figure 2.3. (A) Change in NIR absorption (650-950nm) of common organic NIR dyes (ICG, 
IRDye 800CW and ZW800-1) and GS-Au25 during a 3-mins laser irradiation with power 
density of 0.5W/cm2. (B) PA signal intensities of three different concentrations of GS-Au25 
during a 7-mins exposure to the same pulsed laser at the same temporal rate used for in vivo PA 
imaging.  
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Figure 2.4. Illustration of in vivo PA imaging experiment settings where mice were positioned 
perpendicular to the scanning plane so that cross-sectional imaging of both kidneys could be 
achieved.  
 

 

Figure 2.5. (A) Representative pre-injection PA images of normal mice and post-injection PA 
images of different time points showing the transport of GS-Au25 from the abdominal aorta to 
the renal parenchyma and eventually to the renal pelvis in both kidneys. (B) Representative PA 
signal kinetics in the renal parenchyma and the renal pelvis of a normal kidney. The figure on 
the right shows the time interval between the signal onset of the two kinetics curves. (C) Decay 
half-lives of the PA signal in the renal parenchyma and the renal pelvis (n=3). RK, right kidney; 
LK, left kidney. Statistical significance is evaluated by a two-sample (Welch’s) t-test 
(***p<0.001).  
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absorption presented in the kidneys. By quantifying the time interval (Δt) between the signal onset 

in the renal parenchyma and that in the renal pelvis (Figure 2.5B), we found that GS-Au25 only 

took an average of approximately 18.5 s (18.5±2.5 s) to be filtered and transported to the pelvis 

after entering the mouse kidney, which is unattainable by our previous in vivo fluorescence6 and 

planar	X-ray9	based kidney imaging because of a lack of tomographic information and insufficient 

temporal resolution. Moreover, analysis of the time-signal curves revealed that GS-Au25 has a 

decay half-life of 133.8±34.8 s in the renal parenchyma and 233.9±38.8 s in the renal pelvis, much 

shorter than the decay half-lives (8.6±5.2 min and 8.9±3.6 min for renal parenchyma and pelvis, 

respectively) of our previously reported 2.5 nm renal clearable GS-AuNPs9, suggesting that GS-

Au25 has even weaker interactions with different compartments of the kidney. Such minimal 

kidney interaction is also echoed in the notably fast renal clearance kinetics of GS-Au25 with over 

60 % ID (injected dose) being eliminated within just 30 min post injection, accounting for more 

than 90 % of the total renal clearance in the first 24 hours (Figure 2.6) and considerably faster than 

that of the renal clearable GS-AuNPs10 (less than 35 % ID at 2 h post injection). This rapid decay 

 

Figure 2.6. Renal clearance kinetics of GS-Au25 during the first 24h post injection. ID, injected 
dose. 
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of GS-Au25 in the renal parenchyma is distinct from that of large, non-renal clearable NIR-

absorbing gold nanorods (AuNRs), which cannot be filtered by the kidney and hardly decayed in 

the initial time period.21 Interestingly, with such high temporal resolution, we were able to 

differentiate a slight but statistically significant difference in GS-Au25 decay half-life between the 

parenchyma and the pelvis (Figure 2.5C), which was not observed in our previous X-ray imaging 

of GS-AuNPs elimination in kidney9 due to inadequate temporal resolution. The ability to image 

the transport process of GS-Au25 at high temporal resolution with detailed anatomical information 

further made it possible to use PA imaging to directly measure the GFR of a single kidney, which 

is considered the key overall index of kidney function and is routinely used in the clinic to monitor 

the progression of renal diseases.22  

 

2.3.2 Determination of single kidney GFR in normal mice by GS-Au25 PA imaging 

To quantify single-kidney GFR, we utilized the Patlak-Rutland method, a plot technique widely 

applied in the field of nuclear medicine23, CT24, and MRI25 for renal function assessment, to 

analyze the PA renal images. The kidney was simplified as a two-compartment model where GS-

Au25 was one-way filtered from the vascular compartment to the tubular compartment with a 

constant proportionality  α (Figure 2.7). Within a kidney volume of V, the total glomerular filtrate, 

F(t), at time t could be expressed as F(t)= α∫b(t)dt, where b(t) represents the average concentration 

of GS-Au25 in kidney vasculatures. Let VB be the intrarenal blood volume within the kidney 

volume V, therefore the total amount of GS-Au25 in kidney vasculatures, B(t), equals to VB×b(t). 

If C(t) represents the total amount of GS-Au25 in the kidney volume V and c(t) is the average 
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concentration of GS-Au25 within it, then C(t)= V ×c(t). During the initial kidney elimination 

period in which the outflow of GS-Au25 from tubular compartment is negligible, clearly C(t)= 

B(t) + F(t) and dividing this equation by V×b(t) yields the following equation: 

c(t)
b(t)

=
VB

V
+
α
V

 
∫b(t)dt

b(t)
 

         Thus, if we plot a curve with c(t)/b(t) as the y-axis and ∫b(t)dt/b(t) as the x-axis, then ideally 

the curve would be linear with a slope of α/V representing the blood clearance rate per unit volume 

of kidney (GFR per kidney volume) and a y-axis intercept of VB/V, which denotes the fractional 

vascular volume (fvv). Since kidney receives blood supply directly from the abdominal aorta, the 

concentration of GS-Au25 in kidney vasculatures (b(t)) can be approximated by that in the aorta. 

         By placing region of interest (ROI) over the aorta as well as the renal parenchyma of the two 

kidneys (Figure 2.8A), the PA signal kinetics curve of each part could be obtained, which was 

further converted to GS-Au25 concentration kinetics based on the in vitro phantom study-derived 

standard curve. To ensure the “negligible tubular outflow” condition, only the time points before 

a significant amount of GS-Au25 reached renal pelvis (when the renal parenchyma signal was still 

ascending) were adopted for analysis. A typical aorta kinetics plot shows two peaks, corresponding 

to the first pass and the recirculation of a bonus injection of GS-Au25 (Figure 2.8B). The renal 

parenchyma kinetics of GS-Au25 in both kidneys are comparable to that of gadolinium (Gd)- 

 
Figure 2.7. Scheme of the two-compartment kidney model for GFR assessment. 
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chelates used in dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI) for GFR measurement26, with peaks 

reflecting bonus contrast perfusion by the blood (Figure 2.8C). Based on the described method, 

we could plot the Patlak–Rutland graph (Figure 2.8D) of each kidney and the data points exhibited 

excellent linearity (R2 > 0.96 for all the mice). The derived fvv was ~ 0.1 without significant 

difference between left and right kidneys (Figure 2.9A), which was comparable to the fvv 

(approximately 8%) obtained by the micro-CT analysis of kidney vasculature in mice27. GFR per 

kidney volume was calculated from the slope of each fitting and converted to the clearance of 

plasma volume (corrected for hematocrit) per minute (Figure 2.9B). Both left and right kidneys 

shared a GFR value of ~ 0.6 mL·min-1·mL-1 that was also very close to the reported single kidney 

 

Figure 2.8. (A) ROIs chosen for the analysis of PA signal kinetics in the aorta and the renal 
parenchyma. (B) A typical aorta GS-Au25 concentration kinetics curve. (C) Typical renal 
parenchyma GS-Au25 concentration kinetics of both kidneys in normal mice. (D) Typical 
Patlak-Rutland plot of both kidneys in normal mice. RK, right kidney; LK, left kidney. 
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GFR recently measured by DCE-MRI in mice28. To further validate the current GS-Au25 PA 

imaging-based method, we compared the calculated global GFR (sum of individual kidney GFR) 

with the global GFR measured by the blood clearance of fluorescein (FITC) labeled inulin (FITC-

inulin). The obtained global GFR values are comparable (Figure 2.9C) (241.0±23.3 vs 211.6±51.3 

µL/min, p=0.36), which are also consistent with the mice GFR values in the literature14, further 

indicating that PA imaging could serve as a powerful tool to quantify the GFR of individual 

kidneys. 

2.3.3 Determination of single kidney GFR in UUO mice by GS-Au25 PA imaging 

Further to normal kidneys, we also investigated whether the combination of PA imaging and renal-

clearable GS-Au25 can be used to evaluate GFR changes of individual kidneys in unilateral 

ureteral obstruction (UUO) mice since UUO is known to reduce GFR of the diseased kidney. A 

UUO model was established by surgically ligating the left ureter of mice (Figure 2.10A) and PA 

 

Figure 2.9. (A) Derived fractional vascular volume (fvv) of right and left kidneys in normal 
mice (n = 3). (B) Derived GFR per kidney volume of right and left kidneys in normal mice (n 
= 3). (C) Comparison of the global GFR in normal mice obtained by the current PA imaging 
method and the standard FITC–inulin clearance method (n = 3 for GS-Au25 and n = 4 for 
FITC–inulin). Statistical significance is evaluated by a two-sample (Welch’s) t-test (“n.s.”, p > 
0.05, no significant difference). 
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imaging was conducted three days afterwards. Enlarged renal pelvis (hydronephrosis) of the left 

UUO kidney could be clearly seen in PA tomography due to the build-up of fluid, confirming the 

success of this renal disease model (Figure 2.10B). Unlike that in the unobstructed right kidney 

where strong a GS-Au25 signal was observed during its transport from renal parenchyma to the 

pelvis, the left UUO kidney only exhibited a faint signal increase in the parenchyma and even 

weaker signal in the pelvis as a result of the reduced blood perfusion and GFR, leading to a drastic 

difference in their renal parenchyma kinetics (Figure 2.10C).  

 

Figure 2.10. (A) Scheme of the UUO mice model that was established by complete ligating of 
the left ureter. (B) Representative PA images of pre-injection and post-injection of GS-Au25 in 
UUO mice at multiple time points. The transport and clearance of Au25(SG)18 in the left UUO 
kidney was clearly compromised comparing to that of the contralateral right kidney. Dotted line 
in yellow outlines the renal parenchyma of right and left kidneys. (C) Typical parenchyma GS-
Au25 concentration kinetics of left UUO kidney and contralateral right kidney. (D) Typical 
Patlak-Rutland plot of left UUO kidney and contralateral right kidney. (E) Derived fractional 
vascular volume (fvv) of left UUO kidneys and contralateral right kidneys (n=4). (F) Derived 
GFR per kidney volume of left UUO kidneys and contralateral right kidneys (n=4). Statistical 
significance is evaluated by two-sample (Welch’s) t-test (**p< 0.005). RK, right kidney; LK, 
left kidney. 
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         The same plot technique was then used to generate the Patlak-Rutland graph for both the left 

UUO kidney and the contralateral right kidney (Figure 2.10D). The derived fvv of left UUO 

kidneys was approximately 65% lower than that of contralateral right kidneys (3.3±0.95 % vs. 

9.3±1.9 % for left UUO and right kidneys, respectively, Figure 2.10E), which was consistent with 

the results from previous studies29-31 measuring renal arterial blood flow that found acute reduction 

(greater than 50%) of renal blood perfusion in UUO kidneys. GFR values deduced from the slopes 

showed that the left UUO kidneys (0.26±0.02 mL·min-1·mL-1) had only ~ 45% GFR of those 

contralateral right kidneys (0.57±0.04 mL·min-1·mL-1) (Figure 2.10F), which was slightly higher 

than the GFR values measured previously for UUO kidneys (5%-25% that of the contralateral 

kidneys) through the bilateral ureter catheterization method31-32. This discrepancy may result from 

our recently reported fact that transport of probes in different segments (cortex-to-medulla-to-

pelvis) of UUO kidney was significantly slowed down together with increased renal cellular uptake 

as compared to that of the contralateral unobstructed kidney9, rendering ureter catheterization a 

technique that tends to underestimate the GFR of UUO kidneys. 

 

2.3.4 In vivo transport and elimination of GS-Au25 in the kidney 

The successful quantification of the GFR with GS-Au25 also implies that GS-Au25 nanoclusters 

are eliminated in vivo through free glomerular filtration with minimal renal tubular secretion or 

reabsorption, which was confirmed by histological analysis of GS-Au25 distribution in different 

kidney compartments (Figure 2.11A). With silver enhancement, GS-Au25 nanoclusters were 

visualized, locating mainly in the glomeruli and tubular lumens as well as peritubular capillaries, 

whereas few GS-Au25 appeared inside tubular cells. Moreover, after a thorough perfusion of the 
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kidney to remove blood in vasculatures, GS-Au25 was no longer present in glomeruli or 

peritubular capillaries and much fewer GS-Au25 could be found in tubular lumens, clearly 

indicating that renal tubular secretion or reabsorption of GS-Au25 was minimal. Comparison of 

the pharmacokinetics of GS-Au25 and FITC–inulin shows that they share nearly identical blood 

clearance kinetics in the early elimination phase (Figure 2.11B), consistent with the free 

glomerular filtration nature of GS-Au25. The divergence in the later elimination phase may result 

from that GS-Au25 has stronger margination effect33 than that of FITC-inulin in blood vessels, 

which decreases the circulating rate of GS-Au25 in laminar blood flow during general circulation 

 

Figure 2.11. (A) H&E and silver stained kidney sections of GS-Au25 injected mice with or 
without kidney perfusion. Kidneys from PBS injected mice without perfusion that underwent 
the same silver staining process were served as control. Arrows in blue color indicate GS-Au25 

found in glomeruli whereas arrows in white indicate GS-Au25 found in renal tubules as well as 
peritubular capillaries. Scale bar, 15 µm. B) Pharmacokinetics of intravenously administered 
GS-Au25 and FITC-inulin. Inserted is the pharmacokinetics-derived clearance parameters (CL) 
of both probes in the initial 20 min p.i. Statistical significance is evaluated by two-way repeated 
measures ANOVA (pharmacokinetics) and two-sample (Welch’s) t-test (CL) (“n.s.”, p>0.05, 
no significant difference). 
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and increases its extravasation, thus slowing down kidney elimination of GS-Au25 especially when 

its concentration in blood is greatly reduced in the later elimination phase34. 

 

2.4 Conclusion and perspective 

In summary, the in vivo transport of GS-Au25 nanoclusters from the aorta to the renal parenchyma 

and subsequent elimination to the renal pelvis was noninvasively imaged at high temporal and 

spatial resolution with photoacoustic imaging. Such high-temporal-resolution imaging, coupled 

with detailed anatomical information, enabled us, for the first time, to accurately quantify the 

single-kidney GFR of normal as well as diseased kidneys using an engineered nanoparticle. 

Analysis of the GS-Au25 in vivo transport and behavior profiles further suggests that GS-Au25 

could serve as an excellent exogenous glomerular filtration marker. Considering the clinical 

significance of GFR in evaluating renal function and the advantages of gold nanoparticles in 

multimodality imaging35, our findings not only advance the fundamental understanding of 

nanoparticle-kidney interaction, but also provide preclinical research with new practical tools to 

measure renal function in a clinically relevant gauge. 
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ABSTRACT 

Glutathione-mediated biotransformation in the liver is a well-known detoxification process to 

eliminate small xenobiotics but its impacts on nanoparticle transport in vivo are much less 

understood than liver macrophage uptake even though both processes are involved in the liver 

detoxification. By designing a thiol-activatable fluorescent gold nanoprobe, ICG-GS-Au25, that 

can bind to serum protein and be transported to the liver, we noninvasively imaged this 

biotransformation kinetics in vivo at high specificity and examined this process at the chemical 

level. Our results show that glutathione efflux from hepatocytes resulted in high local 

concentrations of both glutathione and cysteine in liver sinusoids, which transformed the 

nanoparticle surface chemistry, reduced its affinity to serum protein and significantly altered its 

blood retention, targeting and clearance profiles. These findings indicate that hepatic glutathione-

mediated biotransformation can be exploited to modulate nanoparticle transport in vivo for 

enhanced disease targeting and reduced nonspecific accumulation.  
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3.1 Introduction 

Liver detoxification is a natural defense response that the body uses to remove foreign materials; 

however, due to rapid uptake by mononuclear phagocyte system (MPS) in the liver1-3, it often 

dramatically shortens the blood retention of engineered nanoparticles, prevents them from 

efficiently targeting diseases and retains them in the body for a long time, which can induce long-

term nanotoxicity and hamper their clinical translation, particularly for those non-degradable ones 

composed of toxic elements or heavy metals4-5. However, liver detoxification also plays an 

important role in minimizing toxicities of small xenobiotics. For instance, glutathione (GSH)-

mediated biotransformation is one of the most common liver detoxification strategies to eliminate 

lipophilic molecules and heavy metals6. As the most abundant biothiol (~10 mM) in the liver, 

glutathione is synthesized inside hepatocytes and constantly effluxes into liver sinusoids through 

the fenestrated sinusoidal endothelium7, followed by being transported to other compartments of 

the body8-9. Within the liver, the nucleophilic cysteinyl residue of glutathione is highly reactive to 

electrophilic metabolites or heavy metals, reducing their toxicity, increasing their hydrophilicity 

and enhancing their clearance through either hepatobiliary pathway or renal system10-11. However, 

it is still largely unknown how this well-known glutathione-mediated biotransformation impacts 

nanoparticle transport such as blood retention, disease targeting, and clearance even though this 

physiological process occurs constantly in our body.  

         Compared to liver MPS-mediated detoxification of engineered nanoparticles, glutathione 

one is much less understood because of the following challenges: 1) liver detoxifications mediated 

by MPS and glutathione are often entangled, making it hard to exactly pinpoint the role of 

glutathione-mediated biotransformation in the nanoparticle transport; 2) there is a lack of imaging 
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techniques for real-time noninvasive monitoring of glutathione-mediated biotransformation in the 

liver; 3) it is very challenging to recover engineered nanoparticles for detailed chemical analysis 

after in vivo biotransformation. Therefore, to unambiguously unravel this process, we designed 

and constructed a specific nanoprobe, ICG-GS-Au25, by conjugating indocyanine green (ICG), a 

clinically used serum protein-binding, hepatocyte-targeting and NIR-emitting fluorophore, onto 

the renal-clearable glutathione coated Au25 nanocluster (GS-Au25) so that the nanoprobe can 

escape MPS uptake, enter liver sinusoids and report glutathione-mediated biotransformation 

kinetics noninvasively through the “turn-on” of ICG fluorescence and be recovered from the urine 

afterwards for further analysis at the chemical level. Interestingly, serum protein-bound and non-

renal clearable ICG-GS-Au25 became renal clearable as ICG-GS was gradually displaced by not 

only glutathione but also cysteine derived from sinusoidal glutathione efflux from the hepatocytes. 

Because of this biotransformation, the clearance pathways of ICG and GS-Au25 were not 

sacrificed after conjugation while tumor targeting of both ICG and GS-Au25 were greatly 

enhanced.  

 

3.2 Experimental section 

3.2.1 Synthesis of GS-Au25 (Au25(SG)18) and ICG-GS-Au25 conjugates 

Atomically monodisperse GS-Au25 nanoclusters were synthesized according to the reported 

method12. For the synthesis of ICG4-GS-Au25, 4 mg ICG-NHS (purchased from Intrace Medical, 

Inc., dissolved in DMSO) was added into 6 mg GS-Au25 aqueous solution and the mixture was 

vortexed for 3h. Then ICG-GS-Au25 conjugates were purified after removing unconjugated ICG 
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dye through centrifugation in the presence of ethanol. The conjugates were again redispersed in 

1X PBS buffer and purified by Amicon Ultra centrifuge filters to remove any unconjugated GS-

Au25 nanoclusters. The resulting ICG4-GS-Au25 inside the centrifuge filter was resuspended in 

ultrapure water and lyophilized for future usage. For the synthesis of GS-Au25 conjugated with 

fewer number of ICG molecules, reduced feeding ratios of ICG-NHS/GS-Au25 were adopted and 

the products were purified following the same protocol as that of ICG4-GS-Au25.  

3.2.2 Quantification of the number of ICG molecules per GS-Au25 nanocluster 

The purified ICG-GS-Au25 conjugates were dissolved in ultrapure water containing 20mM 

cysteine (pH adjusted to 7.4 by NaOH) and incubated for 30 min (protected from light exposure) 

to completely release ICG from Au25 surface (Figure 3.1), then ICG concentration was quantified 

by its characteristic absorption peak at 780nm and a pre-established concentration vs. absorption 

standard curve while the Au25 concentration was quantified by ICP-MS analysis of the Au content. 

 

Figure 3.1. Absorption of ICG4-GS-Au25 before and after etching. After etching in 20 mM 
cysteine (pH=7.4) for 30 min, ICG was completely detached from Au25 surface and showed 
its characteristic monomer absorption profile. 
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3.2.3 Depletion of tissue GSH in vivo 

The temporary depletion of tissue GSH was achieved by a single injection of diethyl maleate 

(DEM). DEM was intraperitoneally administered into BALB/c mice at a dose of 1mL/kg body 

weight ~40 min prior to the injection of ICG4-GS-Au25 or other probes. The success of tissue 

GSH depletion was verified by the rapid decrease in plasma GSH level following DEM 

administration (Figure 3.2). A single injection of DEM decreased plasma GSH level down to ~12% 

of the initial value (~30 µM) and maintained this low GSH level for ~2-3 h before the gradual 

recovery of plasma GSH, consistent with the literatures13-14. Quantification of GSH was carried 

out by a modified Tietze enzymatic recycling assay established previously15. 

 

 

Figure 3.2. Plasma glutathione level after DEM administration. (A), Plasma total glutathione 
(reduced GSH + 2GSSG) and glutathione disulfide (GSSG) concentration at various time points 
after intraperitoneal injection of 1mL/kg DEM in mice (n=3). (B), Plasma reduced glutathione 
concentration at different time was then calculated by subtracting GSSG from the total GSH 
concentration. 
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3.2.4 In vivo fluorescence imaging of ICG4-GS-Au25 

Hair-removed BALB/c mice (~25 g/mouse) were pretreated with PBS, DEM (1mL/kg body 

weight), Clophosome (7mg/mL clodronate disodium, 200 µL/mouse as recommended by the 

manufacturer) and control liposomes, respectively. Then under 3% isoflurane anesthesia, mouse 

was tail-vein catheterized and prone-positioned on the imaging stage. 150 µL ICG4-GS-Au25 (20 

µM, in PBS) was tail vein injected following by a sequential time-series imaging collection. The 

fluorescence imaging parameters were set as follow: EX760 nm/EM830 nm; 10 s exposure time; 

2x2 binning. 

3.2.5 Quantification of the average number of ICG molecules per circulating Au25 

nanocluster 

Blood samples (~30 µL) from BALB/c mice were collected retro-orbitally at different time points 

after i.v. injection of ICG4-GS-Au25. Immediately after each collection, blood sample was mixed 

with 100 µL ice cold PBS buffer containing 2% EDTA and centrifuged at 1200 g for 5min to 

 

Figure 3.3. Scheme of quantifying the number of ICG molecules per circulating Au25 in 
blood.   
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precipitate blood cells. Then the supernatant was equally divided into two aliquots and 100 µL 

PBS or dithiothreitol (DTT, 20 mM) PBS solution were added to each aliquot, respectively. After 

15 min incubation, the ICG fluorescence of each aliquot was measured and the increase 

(dithiothreitol treated vs. PBS treated) in fluorescence intensity was normalized to Au amount 

(quantified by ICP-MS) for each time point. The percentage of ICG fluorescence increment per 

Au at each time point with respect to that of ICG4-GS-Au25 dissolved directly in plasma 

(simulated as the 0 min time point) was used to calculate the average number of ICG molecules 

per circulating Au25. A scheme of this experimental procedure is presented in Figure 3.3. 

3.2.6 Pharmacokinetics and biodistribution study of ICG4-GS-Au25 

PBS or DEM pretreated BALB/c mice were i.v. injected with 150 µL ICG4-GS-Au25 (~20 µM, in 

PBS) per mouse. At certain time point post injection, a blood sample (~30 µL) was retro-orbitally 

collected and weighed, followed by the addition of 500 µL lysis buffer containing 20mM 

dithiothreitol (pH~8) to liberate ICG from Au25 nanocluster and recover the quenched 

fluorescence of ICG. Then fluorescence of dithiothreitol treated blood sample was measured by 

the in vivo imaging system to quantify ICG in blood. Afterwards, the blood sample was completely 

dissolved in freshly made aqua regia and the Au amount in blood was analyzed by ICP-MS. 

Biodistribution of ICG4-GS-Au25 in different organs/tissues was quantified in a similar way. 

Organs/tissues were collected and weighed following the sacrifice of mice and then completely 

digested in aqua regia to determine the Au content via ICP-MS. The ICG content in different 

organs/tissues was quantified by its NIR fluorescence after dissociation from Au25 by 

homogenizing organs/tissues in lysis buffer containing 20 mM dithiothreitol (pH~8). Standard 
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curves of ICG fluorescence vs. concentration were constructed in the respective control 

organ/tissue lysate. 

3.2.7 Tissue slide imaging with an optical microscope  

BALB/c mice were sacrificed at 10min following the i.v administration of 150 µL/mouse ICG4-

GS-Au25, ICG-GSH, ICG or PBS, respectively. The liver and kidneys were then collected and 

fixed immediately in 10% neutral buffered formalin, followed by standard dehydration and 

paraffin embedding. The embedded tissues were then sectioned into 4 µm slices and H&E stained. 

The final slides were visualized under Olympus IX-71 fluorescence microscope equipped with 

ICG filters set (Chroma). Tumor tissues were obtained from BALB/c nude mice bearing MCF-7 

xenograft tumors 24h after i.v. injection of ICG4-GS-Au25 and processed with the same 

procedures as those for liver and kidney tissues. To visualize the gold nanoclusters in tumor tissues 

under bright-field optical microscopy, silver staining was used to enhance their size and contrast. 

Tumor slides were first dewaxed in xylene and incubated in silver staining solution containing 

0.05M AgNO3 and 1mM hydroquinone for half an hour. Afterwards, tumor slides were washed 

with copious ultrapure water and dried in lab oven (65oC) for imaging under bright-field of 

Olympus IX-71 microscope.  

3.2.8 Fluorescent immunohistochemistry of liver tissue 

Liver tissues from BALB/c mice i.v. injected with ICG4-GS-Au25 were harvested at 10 min as 

well as 24 h p.i. and immediately fixed with 4% freshly prepared paraformaldehyde PBS solution 

for 2 h. Then the fixed liver tissues were immersed in 20% sucrose PBS solution overnight at 4oC 

before being embedded in freezing medium (OCT compound). The embedded liver tissues were 
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sectioned into 5 µm-thick slides in a cryostat and blocked with PBS containing 5% normal goat 

serum for 1h at RT. Afterwards, liver slides were incubated with either rat anti-mouse F4/80 

(Invitrogen) or 2.4G2 (CD16/CD32, BD Biosciences) primary antibodies in PBS containing 1% 

goat serum overnight at 4oC to stain macrophage or liver sinusoidal endothelial cell (LSEC), 

respectively. Primary antibody binding was visualized using goat anti-rat IgG secondary antibody 

conjugated with Alexa Fluor 647 (Invitrogen). Cell nuclei were counterstained with DAPI for 10 

min before slides were mounted and subject to fluorescent microscopy.              

 

3.2.9 Extract gold nanoparticles from the urine and blood samples for surface ligand analysis 

The excreted AuNPs in the urine were purified first by adding 10% (m/v) 5-sulfosalicylic acid to 

precipitate urine proteins and followed by 10KDa centrifuge filter to separate AuNPs from the 

small molecules (urea etc.) present in the urine. The separated AuNPs were further purified by 

2% agarose gel electrophoresis and gel filtration column (Sephadex LH-20, GE Healthcare). The 

extraction of AuNPs in blood was similar to that in the urine. The blood from AuNPs injected mice 

was collected by cardiac puncture and centrifuged to obtain the plasma, then plasma protein was 

precipitated by adding 5-sulfosalicylic acid and the remaining AuNPs in supernatant were purified 

following the same protocol as we did for the urine. To extract sufficient AuNPs from the blood 

after circulation, renal arteries were clamped right before the i.v. injection of AuNPs in order to 

prevent the rapid blood elimination of ultrasmall AuNPs through the kidney filtration. 
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3.2.10 HPLC analysis of gold nanoparticle surface ligands 

Toluene of 1mL was added to 500 µL PBS containing purified AuNPs, then 2-pheylethanethiol 

was added to the top toluene layer and the mixture was vigorously stirred for 1-2h at room 

temperature to transfer gold cores to the organic phase while leaving the original hydrophilic 

ligands in the aqueous phase. Afterwards, TCEP was added to the PBS solution to reduce any 

disulfides formed in this process before HPLC analysis of the thiol ligands. A well-established 

NPM derivatization method16 was used to quantitatively analyze the thiol ligands in PBS. The 

derivatives were separated by Shimadzu HPLC equipped with TSKgel column (Tosoh Bioscience) 

and fluorescence detector. The HPLC conditions were as follow: mobile phase 20/80 H2O/MeCN 

containing 1 ml/L acetic acid and 1 ml/L phosphoric acid; isocratic flow 0.6 ml/min; column 

temperature 25oC; detector wavelength EX330nm/EM380nm.  

 

3.3 Results and discussion 

3.3.1 Design and synthesis of ICG-GS-Au25 nanoprobes 

Glutathione-coated Au25 nanoclusters, GS-Au25 (Au25(SG)18), were chosen as the model because 

they are well-defined and their ultrasmall particle size allows them to rapidly clear out through 

kidney filtration17. In addition, gold nanoparticles are thiol (e.g. glutathione) reactive due to the 

strong Au-S bonding. However, since GS-Au25 nanoclusters have little affinity to serum proteins 

and minimal hepatic accumulation18, near-infrared (NIR) dye ICG was conjugated onto the GS-

Au25 to enhance their hepatic delivery because ICG has high affinity to serum proteins and is 
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rapidly transported to the liver and taken up by hepatocytes rather than by liver MPS cells19. Thus, 

conjugation of ICG onto GS-Au25 nanoclusters is expected to enhance their transport to the liver 

while minimizing liver MPS uptake. Moreover, strong distance-dependent photoinduced electron 

transfer between ICG and Au25 enables facile monitoring of thiol conjugation in vivo: once ICG 

is on the particle surface, ICG NIR emission is completely quenched; whereas once ICG is released 

from the particle surface, the NIR emission could be fully recovered (Figure 3.4). 

         Using EDC coupling reaction, ICG was successfully conjugated onto the GS-Au25 and the 

average number of ICG on the particle surface can be tuned from ~1 to ~4 by changing the ratio 

of ICG to Au25 in the reactions. As shown in Figure 3.5A, the characteristic absorption of ICG 

blue shifted from 795 nm to 710 nm with increasing number of ICG on Au25 surface due to dipole-

dipole coupling of multiple ICG on the same particle20. Unlike the absorption, ICG emission was 

completely quenched regardless of the number of ICG on the Au25 (Figure 3.5B), indicating 

efficient electron transfer between each ICG and Au25. However, this electron transfer process 

 

Figure 3.4. Schematic illustration of thiol-activatable ICG-GS-Au25 nanoprobe: when ICG is 
conjugated onto glutathione ligands on Au25, the NIR fluorescence of ICG is severely 
quenched due to photoinduced electron transfer; once the ICG-GS ligand is displaced by 
biothiol molecules and detached from the Au25 surface, the electron transfer process is 
disrupted and NIR fluorescence of ICG is recovered concurrently. 
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was disrupted as soon as ICG was detached from Au25, resulting in an instantaneous “turn-on” of 

ICG fluorescence (Figure 3.5C). Serum protein binding of ICG-GS-Au25 also depends on the 

 

Figure 3.5. (A) Absorption profiles of GS-Au25 conjugated with an average number of 0.9 (1), 
1.8 (2), 2.6 (3), 4.1 (4) ICG molecules and free ICG (5). (B) Fluorescence spectra of species 1-
5 in PBS with the same amount of ICG. (C) Color picture of species 1-5 dissolved in PBS (top) 
and the corresponding ICG fluorescence signals (middle). The bottom shows fluorescence 
signals of the same amount of species 1-5 dissolved in PBS containing 10mM GSH (pH 7.4). 
(D) serum protein binding percentage of GS-Au25 and GS-Au25 conjugated with an average 
number of 0.9, 1.8, 2.6 and 4.1 ICG molecules after 15 min incubation in 50% FBS at 37oC. 
Protein bound and non-bound portions were separated by gel electrophoresis and quantified by 
ICP-MS. Inset is a picture showing gel electrophoresis results of GS-Au25 conjugated with an 
average number of 4.1 ICG molecules (ICG4-GS-Au25), (1’) ICG4-GS-Au25 only, (2’) ICG4-
GS-Au25+FBS, (3’) FBS stained with 1% CBB dye. (E) Percentage of ICG fluorescence 
recovery after incubating ICG4-GS-Au25 in PBS or 50% FBS with different concentrations of 
GSH (pH 7.4) for 10 min at 37oC. The threshold GSH concentration was estimated by finding 
the x-axis intercept of the tangent line at the maximal first derivative (slope) point of the 
respective curve. (F) Serum protein binding profiles of ICG4-GS-Au25 in various 
concentrations of GSH (pH 7.4) for 5min. 
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number of ICG on particle surface. For GS-Au25 with ~1 ICG, it has low serum protein adsorption 

efficiency (~13% bound to serum protein). However, the protein adsorption efficiency reached 

~97% once GS-Au25 were conjugated with ~4 ICG molecules (ICG4-GS-Au25) (Figure 3.5D). 

ICG4-GS- Au25 was therefore chosen for the following studies because of its high affinity to serum 

proteins. The “turn-on” fluorescence of ICG4-GS-Au25 was glutathione-concentration dependent 

and the threshold glutathione concentration for activating ICG emission of ICG4-GS-Au25 is ~ 2 

mM in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Interestingly, in the presence of serum proteins, the 

threshold concentration is lowered to ~ 0.2 mM (Figure 3.5E). The one-order decrease of 

glutathione threshold-concentration is fundamentally due to the binding of ICG4-GS-Au25 to 

serum protein, which likely weakened Au-S bond strength, making ICG-GS more easily to be 

released from Au25. Consistent with the glutathione-dependent activation of ICG fluorescence, 

incubating ICG4-GS-Au25 in different concentrations of glutathione reduced its protein binding 

affinity as ICG on the particle surface was gradually displaced (Figure 3.5F). These results clearly 

indicate that interaction of ICG4-GS-Au25 with serum protein strongly depends on local thiol 

concentration and glutathione conjugation can be in situ monitored through the “turn-on” of ICG 

fluorescence. 

 

3.3.2 Hepatic glutathione-mediated biotransformation of ICG4-GS-Au25 

While GS-Au25 was rapidly eliminated out of the body through the urine with ~65% ID at 30 min 

p.i., only ~33% ID of gold was found in the urine in the same period for ICG4-GS-Au25 (Figure 

3.6A). However, the amount of gold cleared into the urine for ICG4-GS-Au25 increased by 73% 

at 24 h p.i. (~57% ID), becoming more comparable to that of GS-Au25 (~71% ID at 24 h p.i.), 
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which only increased by 9% from 30 min to 24 h p.i.. This dramatic decrease in renal clearance 

during the early elimination phase is fundamentally because that serum protein binding of ICG4-

GS- Au25 significantly increased its hydrodynamic diameter (HD) from ~3.4 nm (in PBS) to ~8.2 

nm (in BSA) in vivo without inducing aggregation (Figure 3.6B), which is above the kidney 

filtration threshold (~6 nm)21. Therefore, ICG4-GS-Au25 was no longer immediately eliminated 

through the kidneys but retained in blood longer than GS-Au25 (Figure 3.7A). As shown in Figure 

3.7B, the 24 h blood retention (AUC: ~96.7 h×% ID/g) and clearance (CL: ~1.0 mL/h) of ICG4-

GS-Au25 were nearly 2 times longer and 2 times slower than those (~49.3 h×% ID/g, ~2.0 mL/h) 

of GS-Au25, respectively. Serum protein binding not only prevented GS-Au25 from rapid renal 

clearance but also enhanced its hepatic transport. Liver accumulation of ICG4-GS-Au25 is ~7% 

ID/g, nearly 20 times higher than that of GS-Au25 (~0.35% ID/g) at 1h p.i. However, after 24 

hours the liver accumulation of Au25 dropped to ~4% ID/g, only 6 times higher than that (~0.65% 

 

Figure 3.6. (A) Renal clearance kinetics of GS-Au25 (n=3 mice) and ICG4-GS-Au25 (n=3 
mice) after intravenous injection in BALB/c mice. (B) In PBS, ICG4-GS-Au25 has an HD of 
~3.4 nm. In the presence of BSA, ICG4-GS-Au25 binds to BSA and the overall HD increases 
to ~8.2 nm. 
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ID/g) of non-conjugated GS-Au25 (Figure 3.7C). Long-term studies revealed ICG4-GS-Au25 

accumulation in liver and other major organs continued to decrease over time, suggesting it can 

eventually clear out of the body (Figure 3.7D and E). These kidney and liver clearance kinetics are 

distinct from those of engineered nanoparticles that go through liver MPS-mediated detoxification, 

which accumulate predominantly and persistently in the liver22-23. While Au25 nanoclusters were 

eliminated mainly through the urinary system, ICG cleared primarily via the hepatobiliary system 

 

Figure 3.7. (A) Pharmacokinetics of GS-Au25 and ICG4-GS-Au25 after intravenous injection. 
(B) Area under the pharmacokinetics curve (AUC) and clearance (CL) parameters of GS-Au25 
and ICG4-GS-Au25 derived from their pharmacokinetics measurements. (C) Comparison of 
Au content in liver at 1h and 24h p.i. (n=3). (D) Au biodistribution in major organs at 24h, 7day 
and 30 day after i.v. injection of ICG4-GS-Au25. (E) ICG biodistribution in major organs at 
24h, 7day and 30 day after i.v. injection of ICG4-GS-Au25. (F) ICG and Au clearance in urine 
and feces at 24 h after i.v. injection of ICG4-GS-Au25. 
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with ~60% ID in feces at 24 h p.i. (Figure 3.7F). This unique bi-pathway clearance of ICG4-GS-

Au25 implied that ICG4-GS-Au25 were dissociated in the body. 

         To further unravel the dissociation mechanism, we investigated the integrity of ICG4-GS-

Au25 in vivo by noninvasively monitoring the time-dependent ICG fluorescence after systemic 

administration. While ICG4-GS-Au25 is almost non-fluorescent during extra-hepatic blood 

circulation, strong ICG emission was immediately observed from the liver region after intravenous 

injection of the particles (Figure 3.8), indicating ICG was quickly dissociated from Au25 after 

entering the liver, which was likely induced by sinusoidal glutathione. To confirm the pivotal role 

of sinusoidal glutathione efflux in the in vivo dissociation of ICG from Au25, we pretreated 

BALB/c mice with diethyl maleate (DEM) to temporarily inhibit GSH efflux in the liver24-25. 

While DEM treatment did not significantly affect the liver uptake of ICG, the ICG emission signals 

from the liver were dramatically reduced in DEM-treated mice compared to that of PBS-treated 

mice injected with the same ICG4-GS-Au25 (Figure 3.9A). Quantitative comparison of the liver 

 

Figure 3.8. (A) Representative in vivo fluorescence images of mice at 20 s after i.v. injection 
of ICG4-GS-Au25. (B) Representative in vivo fluorescence images of mice at 20 s after i.v. 
injection of free ICG. Unlike free ICG that lighted up heart and background tissues (abdominal 
area) right after intravenous injection, ICG4-GS-Au25 remained relatively dark during extra-
hepatic blood circulation but was lighted up immediately after entering the liver. 
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fluorescence kinetics revealed that inhibition of glutathione efflux with DEM slowed down the 

ICG4-GS-Au25 dissociation kinetics for more than 5 times (kPBS/kDEM=5.2±0.3) (Figure 3.9B). In 

agreement with the in vivo fluorescence imaging, the ICG dissociation half-life of circulating 

ICG4-GS-Au25 in DEM-treated mice was ~7 times longer than that in PBS-treated mice 

(142.8±14.6 min vs 19.6±2.4 min) (Figure 3.9C). The significant reduction of ICG releasing rate 

in DEM-treated mice dramatically increased the blood retention of Au25 and slowed down its 

 

Figure 3.9. (A) Representative time-series noninvasive fluorescence imaging of PBS-treated 
(control) and DEM-treated mice intravenously injected with ICG4-GS-Au25. The white arrow 
indicates liver area. (B) Liver ICG fluorescence kinetics of PBS-treated (n=3) mice and DEM-
treated (n=3) mice in the first 5 min after intravenous injection of the same ICG4-GS-Au25. 
(C) Average number of ICG molecules on each circulating Au25 in PBS-treated (n=3) mice 
and DEM-treated (n=3) mice after intravenous injection of ICG4-GS-Au25. (D) The first 2 h 
Au pharmacokinetics of PBS-treated (n=3) and DEM-treated (n=3) mice following intravenous 
injection of the same ICG4-GS-Au25. Inset is the Au renal clearance of PBS-treated (n=3) mice 
and DEM-treated (n=3) mice at 30min post intravenous injection of ICG4-GS-Au25. 
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renal clearance as compared to that in PBS-treated mice (Figure 3.9D). Moreover, depletion of 

liver macrophage did not affect the dissociation of ICG4-GS-Au25 in vivo, indicating that liver 

MPS uptake was not involved in the observed dissociation (Figure 3.10). The distribution and 

clearance of ICG4-GS-Au25 in liver sinusoids were further investigated by immunohistochemistry 

(Figure 3.11). ICG fluorescence mainly accumulated in hepatocytes at 10 min p.i., indicating that 

the dissociated ICG-GS moieties were quickly taken up by the hepatocytes. At 24 h p.i., ICG 

fluorescence signals in hepatocytes almost completely disappeared, consistent with the observed 

efficient hepatobiliary clearance of ICG after dissociation. These results further confirmed that 

 

Figure 3.10. Noninvasive fluorescence imaging of ICG4-GS-Au25 dissociation in macrophage-
depleted mice and control mice. (A) Immunohistochemistry staining of liver tissues from 
control liposome treated mice (control) and clodronate liposomes (clophosome) treated mice 
(48h p.i.). Red channel, F4/80; blue channel, DAPI; scale bar, 40 µm. (B)Noninvasive in-vivo 
fluorescence images of mice (n=3 mice) pretreated with clophosome and control liposomes at 
5min post i.v. injection of the same ICG4-GS-Au25. (C) Liver ICG fluorescence kinetics of 
mice treated with clodronate liposomes (n=3 mice) and control liposomes (n=3 mice) after i.v. 
injection of the same ICG4-GS-Au25. 
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glutathione mediated the dissociation of ICG4-GS-Au25 in liver sinusoids and hepatobiliary route 

was the major clearance pathway for the dissociated ICG-GS. Noteworthily, some bright and 

punctate ICG fluorescence distributed near the walls of sinusoids were observed at both 10 min 

and 24 h p.i.. These long-lasting ICG fluorescence dots colocalized with either liver macrophages 

Figure 3.11. (A) Fluorescent immunohistochemistry staining of liver macrophage (F4/80) and 
liver sinusoidal endothelial cell (LESC, 2.4G2) at 10min after i.v. injection of ICG4-GS-Au25. 
(B) Fluorescent immunohistochemistry staining of liver macrophage and liver sinusoidal 
endothelial cell (LESC) at 10min after i.v. injection of ICG4-GS-Au25. Cell nuclei were 
counterstained with DAPI. Scale bar, 15 µm. 
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(Kupffer cells, etc.) or LSECs, suggesting that a very small portion of ICG4-GS-Au25 were 

sequestered by those scavenger cells even though the majority of them was eliminated through the 

hepatic glutathione-mediated biotransformation.  

         To gain more insights into this biotransformation process in vivo, the Au nanoclusters 

excreted in the urine were extracted and characterized (Figure 3.12). The absorption spectrum of 

Au nanoclusters in the urine of PBS-treated mice was almost identical to that of GS-Au25 and 

negligible ICG absorption was observed, indicating that ICG was completely removed before 

Au25 reached the urine and the Au25 structure remained intact after in vivo biotransformation. In 

contrast, Au nanoclusters excreted by DEM-treated mice exhibited an evident ICG absorption peak 

in addition to Au25 absorption even though the average number of ICG per Au25 is only ~0.5, 

which further validated the important role of hepatic glutathione efflux in the in vivo dissociation 

of ICG4-GS-Au25 and their renal clearance as well. 

 

 

Figure 3.12. Absorption profiles of the Au nanoclusters excreted in urine from either PBS-
treated mice or DEM-treated mice intravenously injected with ICG4-GS-Au25. Absorption of 
Au25(SG)18 is included as a reference. 
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3.3.3 Cysteine involved in hepatic biotransformation of ICG4-GS-Au25 

While glutathione-mediated biotransformation in liver sinusoids undoubtedly played a key role in 

modulating in vivo transport of ICG4-GS-Au25, similar to its function in enhancing the elimination 

of small xenobiotics, whether other biothiols might be involved in the displacement deserves a 

thorough investigation. Since Au25 can escape MPS uptake, be eliminated through the kidneys 

and recovered from the urine, we further analyzed the surface chemistries of excreted Au25 in the 

urine. To obtain surface ligands that were bound to Au25 after circulation, we used a hydrophobic 

ligand, 2-phenylethanethiol (PET) to displace those hydrophilic ligands on the surface of Au25 

with a two-phase ligand-exchange reaction (Figure 3.13). The obtained surface ligands in aqueous 

 

Figure 3.13. Illustration of the two-phase ligand-exchange method for the analysis of surface 
ligands on Au25 after in vivo biotransformation. Excess amount of hydrophobic thiol ligand, 
2-phenylethanethiol (PET), was used to displace those hydrophilic ligands on the surface of 
Au25 and transfer Au25 to the organic phase while leaving the original hydrophilic ligands in 
aqueous phase, which were then fluorescently derivatized by NPM for HPLC analysis. The 
color pictures below show Au25 purified from the urine of ICG4-GS-Au25 injected mice before 
and after the two-phase ligand-exchange reaction. 
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phase were then fluorescently labeled with N-(1-pyrenyl)maleimide (NPM) and analyzed by high-

performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) according to the established method16, 26.  

 

Figure 3.14. (A) Representative HPLC results of the surface ligands of Au25 excreted in the 
urine of ICG4-GS-Au25 injected mice. Molar ratios of the three surface ligands were presented 
as the inserted pie chart. (B) HPLC results of pure cystine (Cyss) and a 1:1 mixture of Cyss and 
GSH in PBS for 5min. The disulfide group in Cyss cannot react with NPM so no HPLC signal 
could be observed for pure Cyss. (C) Representative HPLC results of the surface ligands of GS-
Au25 (Au25(SG)18) after 10 min in vitro incubation in freshly-acquired mouse blood at 37oC 
and 10 min in vivo circulation with both renal arteries temporarily clamped to prevent rapid 
renal clearance of GS-Au25. The inset is a zoom-in figure of the cysteine signal peaks. (D) 
Average number of cysteine ligands on each Au25 surface after in vitro incubation or in vivo 
circulation for 10 min (n=3 mice). (E) HPLC analysis of the surface ligands of PEG-AuNPs 
before and after in vivo circulation. GSH and Cys with a molar ratio of ~1:3 were found on the 
surface of PEG-AuNPs after 10min in vivo circulation. 
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         Surprisingly, as shown in Figure 3.14A, more than half of the original ligands were replaced 

by cysteine (Cys, ~42%) and cysteinylglycine (Gly-Cys, ~17%) rather than just glutathione, 

suggesting that not only glutathione but also cysteine and cysteinylglycine were involved in the 

biotransformation of ICG4-GS-Au25 in vivo. Since GSH exported from hepatocytes is known to 

readily reduce the abundant extracellular (plasma) cystine (~200 µM) to cysteine through a thiol-

disulfide exchange reaction27-28:  GSH+Cystine ↔ Cys-SG+Cysteine, the locally generated high 

concentration of cysteine was also very likely involved in the displacement. Indeed, incubating 

GSH and cystine at 1:1 molar ratio in PBS (pH 7.4, 37oC) for just 5 min resulted in the rapid 

conversion of ~60% cystine to cysteine (Figure 3.14B), which in turn could displace ICG-GS from 

the surface of Au25. To further quantitatively verify the significance of sinusoidal cysteine in 

modifying nanoparticle surface, we compared the surface ligands of the well-defined Au25(SG)18 

after 10 min in vivo circulation and 10 min in vitro incubation with freshly acquired blood (Figure 

3.14C). Taking advantage of the defined chemical formula of Au25(SG)18, we found that the 

average number of cysteine ligand per Au25 is ~1.3 after in vivo circulation, 6.5-fold more than 

that (~0.2) of Au25 clusters incubated in in vitro blood, further proving that locally high 

concentration of cysteine generated through the glutathione-cystine reaction in liver sinusoids was 

also responsible for the ICG-GS displacement (Figure 3.14D). The primary role of sinusoidal 

glutathione and cysteine in biotransforming surface chemistry of Au25 in vivo was further verified 

using our previously developed polyethylene glycol (PEG) coated AuNPs as probes (Figure 

3.14E), where both glutathione and cysteine were observed on the particle surface at a molar ratio 

of 1:3 after 10 min in vivo circulation. While cysteinylglycine was also observed from Au25 in 

the urine, the absence of cysteinylglycine ligand on Au25(SG)18 obtained in the plasma indicated 
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that cysteinylglycine ligand was not conjugated onto the particles in the liver or during the blood 

circulation. Since cysteinylglycine is extensively generated from the enzymatic (γ-

glutamyltransferase, GGT) degradation of GSH within kidney proximal tubules29-30, kidney slides 

were prepared from ICG4-GS-Au25 injected mice and imaged (Figure 3.15). The ICG fluorescence 

“turn-on” also occurred predominantly at the brush-border of kidney proximal tubules, where the 

highest GGT level in kidney is presented31, while the glomeruli, where blood filtration takes place, 

remain to be relatively dark. These results indicated that the liver detoxified ICG-GS-Au25 

nanoclusters (with reduced number of ICG on Au25 and no longer bound to serum proteins) were 

filtered through glomeruli but underwent additional ligand displacement by cysteinylglycine in the 

lumen of kidney proximal tubule, where the remaining ICG was further removed from Au25. 

 

 

Figure 3.15. Fluorescence imaging of H&E stained kidney tissues of normal mice at 10 min 
after i.v. injection of ICG4-GS-Au25. Images of two magnifications (400x and 1000x) show 
that ICG fluorescence light-up is mainly at the wall of proximal tubular lumens rather than the 
glomeruli. Scale bar, 50 µm in 400x images; 20 µm in 1000x images. 
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3.3.4 Enhanced tumor targeting and retention of ICG4-GS-Au25  

Although both free ICG and GS-Au25 have low tumor targeting efficiency, integration of ICG and 

GS-Au25 significantly enhanced tumor targeting for both ICG and GS-AuNPs while retaining 

their respective clearance pathways due to the hepatic biotransformation. Although only 4 ICG 

molecules were conjugated onto GS-Au25, the accumulation of Au25 in the tumor was improved 

to ~5.4% ID/g, 2.3 times higher than non-conjugated ones (Figure 3.16A). Such improvement 

mainly originated from the enhanced blood retention of Au25 due to the serum protein adsorption, 

which prevented Au25 from rapid renal clearance without inducing significant MPS uptake. In 

addition, integration of ICG with Au25 also enhanced the tumor targeting of ICG. While both free 

ICG and ICG4-GS-Au25 passively targeted tumors, ICG4-GS-Au25 had 27 times higher tumor 

targeting efficiency (~4.1% ID/g vs. ~0.15% ID/g) than free ICG at 24 h p.i. (Figure 3.16B). This 

enhancement is mainly because zwitterionic GS-Au25 slowed down the liver uptake of ICG and  

 

Figure 3.16. (A) Tumor targeting efficiency of ICG4-GS-Au25 (n=3 mice) in terms of Au as 
compared to that of GS-Au25. (B) Tumor targeting efficiency of ICG4-GS-Au25 (n=3 mice) 
in terms of ICG as compared to that of free ICG. (C) Comparison of ICG blood 
pharmacokinetics between mice i.v. injected with free ICG and ICG4-GS-Au25. The inserted 
is the area under the ICG pharmacokinetics curve (AUC) for free ICG and ICG4-GS-Au25.  
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Figure 3.17. (A) Representative in vivo fluorescence images of MCF-7 tumor bearing nude mice 
at various time points after intravenous injection of either ICG4-GS-Au25 or equal amount of 
free ICG. Blue arrows indicate the tumors. (B) Time-dependent tumor contrast index after i.v. 
injection of ICG4-GS-Au25 or free ICG. (C) Time-dependent tumor fluorescence intensity for 
ICG4-GS-Au25 and free ICG injected mice. (D) Decay profiles of ICG fluorescence in 
background tissues over time for mice injected with ICG4-GS-Au25 or free ICG. 
 

 
Figure 3.18. On the left is a schematic of the experiment. On the right is the tumor ICG 
fluorescence intensity (normalized) before and after introducing GSH (n=3). The significantly 
enhanced ICG fluorescence after GSH injection proves that ICG-Au25 conjugates as a whole 
effectively entered the tumor microenvironment.  
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greatly increased ICG blood retention (AUC) to ~23.7 h×% ID/g, more than 12 times longer than 

that (~1.9 h×% ID/g) of free ICG (Figure 3.16C). More interestingly, not only tumor targeting 

efficiency but tumor imaging contrast and time window of ICG were also significantly enhanced 

(Figure 3.17A). For ICG4-GS-Au25 injected mice, tumor contrast index reached the threshold 

(CI=2.5) at 24 h p.i. and kept increasing for the rest 2 weeks with the maximum contrast index of 

 

Figure 3.19. (A) Electron microscope images showing in vitro tumor cell uptake of ICG4-GS-
Au25 in membrane-bound cellular compartments. (B) Fluorescence microscope images 
showing the cellular uptake of ICG4-GS-Au25 and the release of ICG from Au25 inside tumor 
cells. (C) Fluorescence microscopic imaging of H&E stained tumor tissue at 24 h after i.v. 
injection of ICG4-GS-Au25. ICG was efficiently taken up by the tumor cells and located in 
endosome-like membrane-bound compartments, consistent with the observations at the in vitro 
level. (D) Silver staining of the tumor tissues from ICG4-GS-Au25 injected mice revealed that 
many AuNPs (pointed by blue arrows) were located in cells of the tumor.     
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~7.6, 4 times higher than that (maximum CI= ~1.8) of free ICG (Figure 3.17B). This prolonged 

tumor-imaging time window originates from the fact that ICG could be retained in the tumor with 

a half-life of ~310.3 h after conjugation with Au25, which is over 80 times longer than that (~3.8 

h) of free ICG (Figure 3.17C). Meanwhile, ICG signals of ICG4-GS-Au25 in the background 

tissues continued decreasing at a rate only slightly slower than that of free ICG (half-life: 13 h vs. 

3.5 h, Figure 3.17D). The greatly enhanced tumor retention of ICG was fundamentally because 

ICG-Au25 conjugates effectively entered the tumor microenvironment, which was confirmed by 

the immediate turn-on of ICG fluorescence in tumor microenvironment after injection of 

glutathione into the tumor tissues ex vivo (Figure 3.18). At the in vivo level, ICG-Au25 conjugates 

were taken up by the cells in the tumor microenvironment, turned on fluorescently inside cells due 

to high concentration of intracellular glutathione and lighted up the tumor for prolonged time. 

These results were consistent with the efficient endocytosis of ICG4-GS-Au25 and releasing of 

ICG from Au25 in tumor cells in vitro (Figure 3.19A and B) as well as tumor tissue imaging 

(Figure 3.19C and D). 

 

3.4 Conclusion and perspective 

In summary, glutathione-mediated biotransformation in the liver, a well-recognized detoxification 

process for the body to remove small xenobiotics, can profoundly impact the in vivo transport and 

nano-bio interactions of engineered nanoparticles. Using ICG4-GS-Au25 as a model, we unraveled 

how glutathione efflux from hepatocytes transformed the nanoparticle in vivo. By gradually 

displacing ICG-GS from the Au25 surface with glutathione or cysteine in the liver sinusoids, this 

biotransformation process alters not only the interactions of the nanoparticle with serum proteins  
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Figure 3.20. Liver glutathione-mediated biotransformation impacting in vivo transport of ICG4-
GS-Au25. After i.v. administration, ICG4-GS-Au25 immediately bound to serum proteins. The 
protein-bound ICG4-GS-Au25 had an overall size larger than kidney filtration threshold and 
thus was prevented from rapid renal elimination but was in part transported to the liver 
sinusoids, where the local high concentrations of glutathione and cysteine resulting from 
sinusoidal glutathione efflux displaced part or all of the ICG-GS from the Au25 surface, 
reducing the protein-binding affinity of ICG4-GS-Au25. The displaced ICG-GS was then taken 
up by hepatocytes and eliminated through the hepatobiliary pathway whereas the 
biotransformed ICG-GS-Au25 nanoclusters were back to the blood circulation and target tumor 
along with unmodified ICG4-GS-Au25 through EPR effect. When the biotransformed ICG-
GS-Au25 nanoclusters circulated to the kidneys, those with low affinity to serum proteins 
passed the glomerular filtration and underwent additional surface modifications in kidney 
proximal tubules, where the left ICG-GS on Au25 nanoclusters were further displaced by 
cysteinylglycine, the extracellular metabolite of glutathione in proximal tubules. For those 
biotransformed ICG-GS-Au25 that still bound to serum proteins, they remained in the blood 
and continued to target the tumor. Inside tumor, ICG4-GS-Au25 along with its biotransformed 
derivatives entered the tumor microenvironment and were internalized by the cells in tumor. 
The high concentration of intracellular glutathione induced the dissociation of ICG-GS from 
Au25 within the cells and lighted up the tumor for prolonged time. 
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but also its clearance and targeting profiles (Figure 3.20). While serum protein adsorption and liver 

uptake have been long-standing barriers in the clinical translation of nanomedicines, combining 

glutathione-mediated biotransformation and temporary serum protein binding prolongs blood 

retention of both ICG and Au25, enabling them to much more efficiently target tumors. In the 

meantime, “off-target” ICG and Au25 were still eliminated out of the body through their respective 

hepatic and renal pathways. Considering that zwitterionic glutathione and cysteine are highly 

reactive reducing agents, this hepatic glutathione-mediated biotransformation can also be exploited 

to modulate the in vivo transport of many other types of thiol-reactive nanoparticles; so that their 

tumor targeting can be maximized while their nonspecific accumulation and health hazards are 

minimized. In the meanwhile, recognizing important roles and mechanism of how this process 

impacts nanoparticle transport further advances our fundamental understandings of physiology and 

toxicology on the nanoscale, opening up more opportunities for advancing clinical translation of 

nanomedicines. 
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ABSTRACT 

The glutathione-mediated biotransformation of nanoparticles in the liver is not limited to 

ultrasmall Au25 nanoclusters but can be extended to other nanosystems. Herein, we show that 

large AuNPs can also go through this biotransformation process even though the biotransformation 

rate deceased exponentially with the increase in their core sizes. In addition, this hepatic 

glutathione-mediated biotransformation was found to reduce the MPS uptake and facilitate the 

renal clearance of small AuNPs that are devoid of antifouling coatings and susceptible to 

opsonization in vivo. Moreover, renal clearance of 100 nm polymeric nanoparticles and tumor 

targeting of small molecule drugs can be enhanced with this biotransformation strategy as long as 

they are designed to efficiently react with the glutathione or cysteine in the liver. These findings 

demonstrate that glutathione-mediated biotransformation in the liver can offer a new pathway to 

modulate in vivo transport and nano-bio interactions of many nanomedicines, turning liver 

detoxification, a long-standing barrier, into a bridge to expedite clinical translation of 

nanomedicines. 
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4.1 Introduction 

While we found that the in vivo transport and bio-nano interactions of the ultrasmall ICG-GS-

Au25 nanoclusters were significantly affected by the hepatic glutathione-mediated 

biotransformation, it is unclear how this biotransformation process could impact other nanoparticle 

systems of different sizes and surface chemistries. Since nanoparticle size and surface chemistry 

have been shown to not only affect their physicochemical properties1-4 but also their interactions 

with the physiological environment such as protein adsorption5-6 and cellular uptake7-9, 

investigating the effect of these factors on the biotransformation of nanoparticles in vivo would be 

extremely useful as it can provide guidelines for engineering more effective and safer 

nanomedicines using this hepatic biotransformation strategy.  

         Herein, we examined the nanoparticle size effect on their glutathione-mediated 

biotransformation by employing a series of solid PEGylated AuNPs ranging from 5 nm to 100 nm 

in core sizes. Our results showed that all the different-sized AuNPs were subject to hepatic 

glutathione-mediated biotransformation even though the biotransformation rate decreased 

exponentially with the increase in their core sizes due to more reactive surface gold atoms on the 

smaller solid AuNPs. For AuNPs without antifouling coatings and adsorb serum proteins, hepatic 

MPS uptake and glutathione-mediated biotransformation were found to couple together to 

influence their in vivo transport and the renal clearance of small nanoparticles can be significantly 

enhanced through the biotransformation process despite the opsonization by serum proteins. 

Moreover, we demonstrated that glutathione-mediated biotransformation in the liver could be 

exploited to enhance the renal clearance of 100 nm polymeric nanoparticles and improve tumor 

targeting of small-molecule drugs as long as they are designed to efficiently react with the 
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glutathione or cysteine in liver sinusoids. Combining all these results further indicates that the 

hepatic glutathione-mediated biotransformation indeed can be a new strategy to be exploited for 

enhanced targeting and reduced nonspecific accumulation of nanomedicines. 

 

4.2 Experimental section 

4.2.1 Synthesis of different-sized ICG/PEG-AuNPs and MBA-AuNPs 

Different-sized (5-100 nm) ICG/PEG-AuNPs were obtained by surface-ligand exchange of 

different-sized bare (citrate-protected) AuNPs (purchased from NanoComposix, Inc) with ICG-

GSH and PEG-SH (average molecular weight ~2000) in water for 1h at 55oC under vigorous 

stirring. The resulting ICG/PEG-AuNPs were purified by gel filtration column to remove free ICG-

GSH and PEG-SH. The 4-mercaptobenzoic acid (MBA) coated AuNPs (MBA-AuNPs) were 

synthesized by adding 1 M HAuCl4 aqueous solution to 10 mM MBA solution containing 50% 

(v/v) methanol at a molar ratio of 1:3. The mixture was first stirred at room temperature for 15 min 

and then brought to 0oC in ice cold water followed by introducing ice cold 150 mM NaBH4 

aqueous solution with a NaBH4: HAuCl4 molar ratio of 2:1. The reaction was further proceeded 

for another 30 min and dark MBA-AuNPs were collected by centrifugation. Large and small 

MBA-AuNPs were obtained by 25% native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) separation 

of the synthesized MBA-AuNPs. 
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4.2.2 Quantification of glutathione ligand density on AuNPs after ligand replacement 

Bare (citrate-protected) AuNPs of 5 nm-100 nm in core sizes were added in aqueous solution 

containing known excess amount of GSH (pH 7.4) and reacted at 37oC for 2 min. Then the AuNPs 

were separated from reaction solution by either ultracentrifugation or centrifuge filtration and the 

amount of unbound GSH left in the solution was quantified by a modified Tietze enzymatic 

recycling assay10. The surface area of spherical AuNPs can be calculated from their radius (based 

on TEM images) and the amount of GSH on the nanoparticle surface can be obtained by the 

difference between GSH added to the reaction and GSH left in the solution after reaction. The 

GSH ligand density (number of GSH ligand/nm2 surface area) can therefore be determined. A 

scheme of this experiment is shown in Figure 4.1.    

  

4.2.3 Synthesis of GS-Au polymeric nanoparticles 

The GS-Au polymeric nanoparticles of ~100 nm in hydrodynamic diameter were synthesized by 

adding 1M HAuCl4 aqueous solution to GSH aqueous solution (~12 mM) at a molar ratio of 1:3 

with gentle stirring. Colorless GS-Au polymer precipitates were formed subsequently and 

 

Figure 4.1. Scheme illustrating the experiment design for quantification of glutathione ligand 
density on different-sized bare AuNPs after reaction with free glutathione. 
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collected by centrifugation. The precipitates were redispersed in water and freeze dried to yield 

the GS-Au polymeric nanoparticles. Conjugation of ICG to GS-Au polymeric nanoparticles were 

performed in a similar way to that of GS-Au25 using amine-reactive ICG-NHS. 

4.2.4 Synthesis of ICG-GSSG, ICG-GSH, ICG-Cis-Pt prodrug 

ICG-GSSG conjugates were synthesized by mixing ICG-NHS (dissolved in DMSO) and GSSG 

(glutathione oxidized, dissolved in water) at a molar ratio of 1:5 and ~pH 8. The reaction proceeded 

for 2 h under agitation and ICG-GSSG could be purified by acetone-induced precipitation and 

subsequent dialysis against ultrapure water. ICG-GSH was facilely obtained by reducing ICG-

GSSG with TCEP (tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine) to cleave the disulfide bond in aqueous 

solution. ICG-Cis-Pt prodrug was synthesized by linking the primary amine group of ICG-GSSG 

with the carboxyl group of Cis-Pt prodrug through a typical EDC/NHS coupling reaction. The 

mono-carboxylated Cis-Pt prodrug (cis,cis,trans-[Pt(NH3)2Cl2(OH)(O2CCH2CH2COOH)]) was 

synthesized according to the reported protocol11. 

 

4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Glutathione-mediated biotransformation of different-sized PEGylated AuNPs 

To investigate the effect of particle size on the glutathione-mediated biotransformation of 

nanoparticles, we employed a series of AuNPs ranging from 5 nm to 100 nm in core sizes and 

surface modified them with ICG-GSH and PEG-SH so that they can remain stable in physiological 

environment and the glutathione-mediated biotransformation of the nanoparticles can be facilely  
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Figure 4.2. (A) Scheme illustrating the construction of ICG/PEG-AuNPs and monitoring of 
glutathione-mediated biotransformation through the “turn-on” of ICG fluorescence. (B) 
Characterization of different-sized ICG/PEG-AuNPs. (C) Table summarizing the core size, 
hydrodynamic diameter and calculated ICG surface coverage density of different-sized 
ICG/PEG-AuNPs. 
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monitored through the “turn-on” of ICG fluorescence similar to that of ICG-GS-Au25 (Figure 

4.2A). After surface modification, the core size, hydrodynamic diameter (HD) and absorption 

spectra of the resulting ICG/PEG-AuNPs were characterized (Figure 4.2B), from which the 

average ICG surface coverage density (number of ICG/nm2 surface area) of each-sized AuNPs 

could be determined (Figure 4.1C). Both in vitro and in vivo experiments were performed to 

investigate the glutathione-mediated biotransformation of these different-sized ICG/PEG-AuNPs. 

Firstly, we incubated the ICG/PEG-AuNPs with GSH under physiological conditions and 

monitored the “turn-on” of ICG fluorescence over time. Interestingly, though ICG/PEG-AuNPs of 

each size were adjusted to contain the same amount of ICG, the ICG fluorescence of smaller 

AuNPs recovered much faster than that of their larger counterparts in the presence of 2 mM GSH 

(Figure 4.3A). Moreover, incubating the different-sized AuNPs with ICG-GSH under the same 

condition did not quench the fluorescence of ICG (Figure 4.3B), which further confirmed that the 

“turn-on” of ICG fluorescence in this case could directly correlate with the in vitro 

biotransformation (surface displacement) rate. Time-dependent ICG fluorescence curves of the 

ICG/PEG-AuNPs before and after factoring differences in their surface ICG coverage density (all 

normalized to that of 5nm ICG/PEG-AuNPs) displayed an evident size-dependent manner (Figure 

4.3C and D).  

         We then intravenously injected these different-sized ICG/PEG-AuNPs into mice and 

monitored the ICG fluorescence signal of the whole body through the in vivo fluorescence imaging 

system (100 nm ICG/PEG-AuNPs were excluded in the in vivo study due to enormous dose of 

AuNPs required to keep ICG amount constant for different-sized AuNPs and a decent signal/noise 

ratio as well). Consistent with the in vitro studies, though the “turn-on” of ICG fluorescence in the  
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Figure 4.3. (A)Fluorescence imaging of different-sized ICG/PEG-AuNPs (containing equal 
amount of ICG) incubated in 2mM GSH solution (with 50% FBS, 37oC, pH7.4) for 0, 5, 10 
and 15 min. (B) Control experiment showing that the AuNPs would not quench the 
fluorescence of the released ICG-GSH. (C, D) Time-dependent ICG fluorescence recovering 
of the ICG/PEG-AuNPs incubated with GSH before and after factoring differences in their 
surface ICG coverage density. (E) Representative noninvasive in vivo fluorescence imaging of 
macrophage-depleted mice after intravenous injection of the ICG/PEG-AuNPs containing the 
same amount of ICG. (F, G) Time-dependent liver ICG fluorescence of mice injected with the 
ICG/PEG-AuNPs before and after factoring differences in their surface ICG coverage density.   
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liver could be observed for all the ICG/PEG-AuNPs, liver fluorescence increased much faster for 

smaller ICG/PEG-AuNPs than that of larger ones (Figure 4.3E), indicating that smaller ICG/PEG-

AuNPs underwent hepatic glutathione-mediated biotransformation more efficiently. Time-

dependent liver ICG fluorescence curves showed similar size-trend as those of the in vitro 

experiments (Figure 4.3F and G). Analysis of the initial ICG fluorescence kinetics of both in vitro 

and in vivo experiments revealed that the biotransformation rate decreased exponentially with the 

increase in the core sizes of AuNPs (Figure 4.4A). To uncover the origin of this size-dependent 

glutathione-mediated biotransformation of AuNPs, we directly mixed different-sized bare (citrate-

protected) AuNPs with excess GSH and quantified the GSH ligand density on AuNPs in the initial 

time period. Our results showed that GSH reacted significantly faster with smaller bare AuNPs 

than that of larger ones even in the very beginning time period (the first 2 min, Figure 4.4B) when 

GSH could almost freely react with AuNPs without much ligand-ligand steric hindrance, implying 

 
Figure 4.4. (A) Normalized ICG releasing rate in both in-vitro and in-vivo experiments with 
respect to the core size of ICG/PEG-AuNPs (after correction of their differences in ICG surface 
coverage density). Both in-vitro and in-vivo experiments indicate that biotransformation rate 
of solid AuNPs decrease exponentially with the increase in their core sizes. (B) Average GSH 
ligand density on different-sized bare AuNPs after reaction with excess GSH for just 2min. 
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this size-dependent glutathione-mediated biotransformation arose fundamentally from the fact that 

the surface gold atoms of smaller AuNPs are more reactive towards GSH, which is conceivable 

since smaller nanoparticles are known to bear more surface defects (more under-coordinated 

surface atoms)12 and higher surface energy3, making them more reactive than their larger 

counterparts.         

 

4.3.2 Glutathione-mediated biotransformation of 4-mercaptobenzoic acid coated AuNPs 

While in the previous chapter we intentionally utilized zwitterionic glutathione coated Au25 (GS-

Au25) that resists macrophage uptake to unravel hepatic glutathione-mediated biotransformation 

without much interference from the MPS uptake, it should be noted that MPS uptake and hepatic 

glutathione-mediated biotransformation are coupled together to impact in vivo transport of 

engineered nanoparticles that are devoid of antifouling surface coatings and susceptible to 

opsonization by the serum proteins. For example, 4-mercaptobenzoic acid (MBA)-coated gold 

nanoparticles (MBA-AuNPs, Figure 4.5A) of ~3 nm and ~6 nm in HD (Figure 4.5B) were 

synthesized and both MBA-AuNPs strongly bound to serum proteins due to the lack of antifouling 

properties (Figure 4.5C). However, after intravenous administration, we found that the ~3 nm 

MBA-AuNPs cleared into urine 10-fold more efficiently than that of ~6 nm MBA-AuNPs (26.5% 

vs 2.5% ID at 24h p.i.) and also accumulated much less in MPS organs (Figure 4.5D) because of 

the glutathione-mediated biotransformation that efficiently transformed the surface chemistry of 

the ~3nm MBA-AuNPs and reduced their protein binding affinity (Figure 4.5E and F). The drastic 

difference between the in vivo behaviors of these two MBA-AuNPs also indicates that particle size 

plays an important role in the balance of glutathione-mediated biotransformation and MPS uptake.  
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For small nanoparticles, even though they bind to serum proteins, glutathione-mediated 

biotransformation can enhance their renal clearance significantly; however, for large 

nanoparticles, serum protein binding will promote macrophage uptake though we believe their 

surface chemistries are also partially modified by the biotransformation process (Figure 4.6). 

 
Figure 4.5. (A) Scheme of the two different-sized MBA-AuNPs(L) and MBA-AuNPs(S). (B) 
Gel filtration chromatography of the two different-sized MBA-AuNPs. Their sizes were 
determined by a series of protein standards. (C) Both MBA-AuNPs bind to serum proteins 
tightly as revealed by the agarose gel electrophoresis. (D) Au accumulation in urine as well as 
in liver and spleen of mice at 24h post intravenous injection of MBA-AuNPs(L) or MBA-
AuNPs(S). (E) The MBA-AuNPs (S) excreted in urine had similar absorption of the Au cores 
relative to the injected ones, indicating that their Au core structures didn’t change. (F) The 
MBA-AuNPs (S) excreted in urine were found to no longer bind to serum proteins, clearly 
proving that their surface chemistry had been biotransformed. 
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4.3.3 Glutathione-mediated biotransformation of 100nm polymeric GS-Au nanoparticles 

Although we did observe size-dependency in the glutathione-mediated biotransformation of solid 

AuNPs, it is noteworthy that large nanoparticles can still go through the biotransformation 

effectively as long as they are designed to efficiently react with glutathione or cysteine in the liver. 

Simply mixing gold salt with glutathione at a molar ratio of 3:1 resulted in ~100 nm GS-Au 

polymeric nanoparticles, which can be quickly disintegrated into 2-3 nm GS-Au oligomers upon 

exposure to high concentration of glutathione under physiological condition (Figure 4.7A). 

Incorporating ICG onto the ~100 nm GS-Au polymeric nanoparticles (ICG-GS-Au polymer) 

resulted in the quenching of ICG emission, which can be turned on once the polymeric 

nanoparticles were dissociated by the high levels of glutathione (Figure 4.7B). Strong ICG 

fluorescence could be observed from the liver of normal mice injected with the ICG-GS-Au  

 

Figure 4.6. Scheme illustrating the competing and interacting role of hepatic GSH-mediated 
biotransformation and MPS uptake in modulating the in vivo transport of both MBA-AuNPs.  
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Figure 4.7. (A) Scheme showing that ~100 nm large GS-Au polymeric nanoparticles could be 
disintegrated into ~2-3 nm ultrasmall nanoparticles after incubation in 5mM GSH PBS solution 
for 10min as proved by DLS measurement of HD. (B) Illustration of ICG-GS-Au polymer and 
the “turn-on” of ICG fluorescence when ICG-GS-Au polymer were dissociated by GSH. 
Shown in the bottom is the fluorescence image of ICG-GS-Au polymer in PBS solution with 
(+) and without (-) 5mM GSH. (C) Noninvasive in-vivo fluorescence imaging of mice treated 
with either DEM or PBS at 5min post intravenous injection of the same ICG-GS-Au polymer. 
(D) Time-dependent liver ICG fluorescence intensity of DEM- and PBS-treated mice following 
i.v. injection of the same ICG-GS-Au polymer. (E) Renal clearance of the ~100 nm GS-Au 
polymer as measured by the Au content in urine. (F) Liver and spleen accumulation of Au in 
DEM- and PBS-treated mice at 48h after intravenous injection of the same GS-Au polymer. 
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polymer, however, the liver ICG fluorescence of mice pretreated by DEM to inhibit sinusoidal 

glutathione efflux exhibited a much weaker “turn-on” after the same ICG-GS-Au polymer 

injection (Figure 4.7C and D), clearly indicating that the GS-Au polymeric nanoparticles were 

disintegrated in the liver by the glutathione-mediated biotransformation. Because of this 

biotransformation in the liver, the large non-filterable ~100 nm GS-Au polymer could clear out 

into urine with an efficiency of ~ 35% ID at 48h p.i. after dissociation into small renal-filterable 

oligomers (Figure 4.7E), more than 20 times higher than that of large non-renal clearable GS-

AuNPs13. Meanwhile, the liver and spleen accumulation of GS-Au polymer in normal mice was 

found to be significantly lower than that of DEM-treated mice (Figure 4.7F), consistent with the 

hypothesis that glutathione-mediated biotransformation helps to facilitate the renal clearance of 

GS-Au polymer and reduce the MPS uptake.    

  

4.3.4 Enhance tumor targeting of cisplatin prodrug through the glutathione-mediated 

biotransformation  

Pt(IV) prodrugs are much more bio-inert compared to their Pt(II) counterparts (e.g. cisplatin) and 

thus have significantly lower side effects than that of typical Pt(II) anti-cancer drugs, however, 

many Pt(IV) prodrugs are susceptible to rapid renal clearance and short blood circulation time, 

hampering their targeting efficiency.14-15 We have recognized that hepatic glutathione-mediated 

biotransformation and serum protein adsorption could be coupled to avoid rapid kidney filtration 

of nanoparticles, enhancing their targeted delivery while minimizing unwanted nonspecific 
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accumulation. This approach is also applicable for engineering small-molecule drugs that suffer 

from rapid kidney elimination. For example, we demonstrate as a proof-of-concept that this design  

method could be used to enhance the tumor targeting of cis,cis,trans-

[Pt(NH3)2Cl2(OH)(O2CCH2CH2COOH)] (Cis-Pt prodrug), a well-documented Pt(IV) prodrug 

that converts to cisplatin upon intracellular reduction. The Cis-Pt prodrug was covalently linked 

to ICG via a disulfide linker, oxidized glutathione (GSSG), so that the ICG-Cis-Pt prodrug could 

adsorb onto serum proteins through the strong affinity between ICG and serum proteins while the 

GSSG served as a thiol-cleavable linker that could be cleaved by the glutathione-mediated 

 

Figure 4.8. Scheme illustrating the rationale of designing the ICG-Cis-Pt prodrug by combining 
temporal serum protein binding and hepatic glutathione-mediated biotransformation to slow 
down the rapid renal clearance of Cis-Pt prodrug and enhance its tumor targeting efficiency 
while avoiding predominant accumulation in MPS. 
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biotransformation in the liver (Figure 4.8). The ICG-Cis-Pt prodrug design prolonged the blood 

retention over 4 times (Figure 4.9A) and improved the tumor targeting efficiency more than 2.5 

fold (Figure 4.9B) compared to that of free Cis-Pt prodrug. Consistent with the pharmacokinetics 

study, the renal clearance of ICG-Cis-Pt prodrug was greatly slowed down in the initial time period 

but became comparable to that of free Cis-Pt prodrug at 24h p.i. (76% vs. 88% ID) owing to the 

hepatic glutathione-mediated biotransformation (Figure 4.9C). Biodistribution studies at 48h and 

 
Figure 4.9. (A) Blood pharmacokinetics of Cis-Pt prodrug and ICG-Cis-Pt prodrug, inset is the 
area under pharmacokinetics curve (AUC) of Cis-Pt prodrug and ICG-Cis-Pt prodrug for the 
first 6h. (B) Tumor targeting efficiency of Cis-Pt prodrug and ICG-Cis-Pt prodrug at 48h p.i. 
(C) Renal clearance profiles of Cis-Pt prodrug and ICG-Cis-Pt prodrug. (D) Biodistribution of 
Pt in organs at 48 h and 7 day following intravenously injection of ICG-Cis-Pt prodrug.    
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7day after injection confirmed that the accumulation of ICG-Cis-Pt in major organs was low and 

continued decreasing over time (Figure 4.9D), suggesting that ICG-Cis-Pt would not persist in the 

body but would eventually clear out.         

 

4.4 Conclusion and perspective 

In conclusion, glutathione-mediated biotransformation in the liver could impact the in vivo 

transport of many different nanoparticles with distinct sizes and surface chemistries. With proper 

engineering, this biotransformation function could be exploited to enhance the disease targeting 

and/or reduce the potential side effects associated with nonspecific accumulation for many 

nanoparticles, turning liver detoxification, a long-standing barrier in nanomedicine translation, 

into a bridge toward maximizing targeting and minimizing nanotoxicity.    
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CHAPTER 5 

FUTURE WORK AND OUTLOOK 

In part adapted with permission from Nano Today, 2018, 21, 106-125. Copyright (2018) 

Elsevier. 

 

Fundamental understanding of the nano-bio interactions in vivo not only advances our basic 

physiology science at the nanoscale but also provides important guidance for engineering 

nanomedicines with higher efficacy and lower health risk. In this dissertation, we mainly focused 

on the interactions between circulating nanoparticles and liver sinusoidal glutathione efflux, 

elucidated this interaction process at the chemical level and also exploited it to achieve enhanced 

tumor targeting and/or reduced potential toxicity for nanomedicines.  

         Investigation of nano-bio interactions in vivo requires proper nanoparticles as tools. 

Ultrasmall AuNPs represent one of the ideal nano-tools to adopt for both the fundamental research 

and practical applications because: 1) ultrasmall AuNPs can be synthesized with atomic precision, 

which offers us a well-defined model that is easier to quantify and analyze for the interrogation of 

nano-bio interactions; 2) ultrasmall AuNPs, due to their small size, are able to overcome many 

physiological barriers1 that are known to be size-sensitive (endothelium junction, extracellular 

matrix, etc.) and interact with biological compartments that are otherwise hard to reach by other 

large nanoparticles; 3) ultrasmall AuNPs can be designed to clear out efficiently through kidney 

filtration and avoid long-term accumulation in MPS organs (liver, spleen, etc.) that may generate 

unwanted immune response or other side effects2; and 4) AuNPs can be endowed with different 

functionalities facilely through surface functionalization. 
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         While significant progresses have been made in understanding nano-bio interactions during 

the past years, some important questions and challenges remain to be addressed in order to 

accelerate the clinical translation of nanomedicines and maximize their potential, which calls for 

continued improvement of the synthesis as well as thorough understanding of the nano-bio 

interaction mechanism. 

         In terms of the synthesis, though atomically-precise production of nanoparticles was realized 

for several ultrasmall noble-metal nanoparticles3, most of the well-defined nanoparticles currently 

are still only organic soluble, which limits their biomedical applications. More effort is needed to 

establish scalable synthetic routes to atomically precise, water-soluble and physiologically stable 

nanoparticles with different sizes and compositions, especially those protected by antifouling 

ligands. In addition, how to precisely control the surface functionalization on these nanoparticles 

is another important direction. Since in many cases extra functional moieties, like active-targeting 

molecules, drugs or fluorophores, are conjugated onto nanoparticles, their configuration (e.g., 

quantity, distribution, conformation) on the nanoparticle will inevitably affect the nano-bio 

interactions and thus the efficacy as well as the safety of nanomedicines eventually. The realization 

of atomically-precise nanoparticles makes it possible to precisely control their surface 

modification, which not only is significant for the optimization of nanomedicines but also ensures 

high reproducibility that is crucial for clinical translation. 

         In terms of the fundamental understanding of nano-bio interactions, many aspects are still 

not thoroughly clear and require future work. For instance, how nanoparticles are metabolized step 

by step after they are internalized by certain cells (e.g., macrophage, hepatocytes, endothelium) 

and how they are eliminated from the cells remain to be clarified. The elucidation of nanoparticle 
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metabolism pathways contributes to a more complete understanding of their toxicity and also helps 

to design more effective nanomedicines with good biocompatibility. Ultrasmall AuNPs with well-

defined composition and structure could serve as excellent models to study the metabolism of 

nanoparticles. The in vivo transport of nanoparticles is also critical and deserves more 

investigations. After introducing nanoparticles to the body, how they interact with different 

biological compartments and cells in each organ/tissue along their transporting route determines 

their biodistribution and potential toxicity. For example, as the urinary system is the major 

elimination pathway for many renal clearable nanoparticles, the interaction of these nanoparticles 

with different cells (endothelial cells, proximal tubular cells, distal tubular cells, etc.) in the kidney 

should be evaluated. Strategies to manipulate these nano-bio interactions shall be developed 

afterwards and translate the basic understandings into new practical applications to tackle 

biomedical challenges.  

         In addition, investigations of nanomedicines in the past years mainly centered on cancer, 

whereas applying nanomedicines to treat other intractable diseases deserves more exploration. 

Considering that a number of inflammatory and cardiovascular diseases share many common 

characteristics with that of cancer such as angiogenesis and increased endothelial permeability, the 

high permeability and low non-specific accumulation of ultrasmall AuNPs can be also useful for 

the targeting and delivering of therapeutics to the lesions of those diseases with minimized side 

effects. Moreover, mounting evidence has revealed that some noble metals4-5 (e.g., gold) could 

have intrinsic anti-inflammation effect, which might render ultrasmall AuNPs useful for 

inflammation-associated problems such as various autoimmune diseases and cardiovascular 

diseases like atherosclerosis.    
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